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ABSTRACT
An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Glider (UAV glider) uses atmospheric energy in its different
forms to remain aloft for extended flight durations. This UAV glider‟s aim is to extract
atmospheric thermal energy and use it to supplement its battery energy usage and increase the
mission period.
Given an infrared camera identified atmospheric thermal of known strength and location;
current wind speed and direction; current battery level; altitude and location of the UAV glider;
and estimating the expected altitude gain from the thermal, is it possible to make an energyefficient based motivation to fly to an atmospheric thermal so as to achieve UAV glider extended
flight time?
For this work, an infrared thermal camera aboard the UAV glider takes continuous
forward-looking ground images of “hot spots”. Through image processing a candidate
atmospheric thermal strength and location is estimated. An Intelligent Decision Model
incorporates this information with the current UAV glider status and weather conditions to
provide an energy-based recommendation to modify the flight path of the UAV glider. Research,
development, and simulation of the Intelligent Decision Model is the primary focus of this work.
Three models are developed: (1) Battery Usage Model, (2) Intelligent Decision Model,
and (3) Altitude Gain Model. The Battery Usage Model comes from the candidate flight
trajectory, wind speed & direction and aircraft dynamic model. Intelligent Decision Model uses a
fuzzy logic based approach. The Altitude Gain Model requires the strength and size of the
thermal and is found a priori.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

Identifying atmospheric thermals before deciding to use them for gliding is an area of active
research. The strategies in place so far cannot predict with certainty the presence of an
atmospheric thermal at a given location. Some research has been conducted explaining analytical
ways to fly in or through atmospheric thermals when their locations are known. What has not
been researched is how one can identify an atmospheric thermal ahead of time and analyze it
against other mission parameters and variables so as to make analytical decisions of whether to
or not to fly to it.
Over the years, studies in UAV gliders autonomous soaring have led to resourceful
literature on how to extract atmospheric energy from dynamic air and use it to extend flight time
[1] and [2]. The North Caroline State University and the Naval Research Laboratory with Alan
designed and implemented an algorithm that searches atmospheric thermals and utilize them for
autonomous soaring of glider-based Unmanned Aerial Systems [3]. The Edwards‟ work [4] is a
continuation of this research. His research minimized development time and cost of the Allan‟s
algorithm through the development of an off-board implementation using an approach based on
the natural network method initially presented by Wharington [5] and built a new hybrid
algorithm.
Atmospheric thermal identification model presented by Edwards is used to confirm that
UAV glider is in an atmospheric thermal. However, research is needed to bridge the gap between
time of atmospheric thermal identification and soaring. The UAV glider pilots need to know
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atmospheric thermal locations and the energy savings expected from each thermal before
deciding to whether soar it or not.
This work builds on the assumption that the strength, size, latitude and longitude location
of an atmospheric thermal are identified from an infrared thermal image and the optimal
trajectory is planned using existing Dubins Set optimal path planning algorithm. The strength,
size, latitude and longitude location of an atmospheric thermal are analyzed against other
parameters of the UAV glider such as current battery level, current location, wind speed and
direction, and UAV glider dynamic properties so as to determine the battery charge loss and
expected altitude gain from the thermal. The thermal path is then compared with the Dubins Set
optimal path and the more energy–efficient of the two is considered for the mission.

1.2

The UAVs and the UGVs Era

1.2.1 Background
Since the first attempted flight in the Aviation history by the Wright brothers, the industry they
gave birth to has agilely grown to become both more robust and deadly. From the First
generation subsonic World War II X - to the Fifth generation hypersonic F-22 Raptor; and from
mannered aerial vehicles to unmannered aerial vehicles.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are aircrafts that fly with no pilot or human crew on
board. However, UAVs can be controlled by the ground crew either directly as in remote piloting
or with little intervention as in autonomous flight. On the other hand Unmanned Ground
Vehicles (UGV) are ground base robotic (unmanned) platforms that are used as an extension of
human capability. UGVs are grouped into two general classes; Tele-operated and Autonomous.
Both UAVs and UGVs can carry cameras, sensors, communications equipment and other
2

payloads. UAVs are capable of controlled, sustained, level flight and draw their energy from an
engine; jet or reciprocating engine.
In the Aerospace arena the acronym UAV has different names associated with it. Some of
those names include the following: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle,
Unpiloted Aerial Vehicles, Uninhabited Aircraft Vehicle, Unmanned Air Vehicle, Unmanned
Airborne Vehicle, Unmanned Autonomous Vehicle, Unmanned Vehicle and Upper Atmosphere
Vehicle among others. Since the mid of 20th century a fairly intensive research has been done in
the area of UAVs capabilities, which has lead to the development of many different UAV
models.
Notable UAVs models include those that are enormous such as the A160 Hummingbird;
flight endurance range between 24 hours and 36 hours, weighs 300 pounds and is capable to fly
at maximum altitude of 30,000 feet and those that are tiny; for instance the small seven pounds
FCS OAV with flight endurance between 15 minutes and 25 minutes and maximum altitude of
8,000 feet.
The UAVs and the UGVs have and are still playing indispensable roles around the World.
They use cutting-edge software to defend nations from enemy attacks; fight wars such as the
ongoing Iraq and Afghanistan wars; provide useful real-time imagery that used for renaissance,
surveillance and intelligence and both the UAVs and the UGVs are useful in hazardous
environment that are deadly to piloted aircrafts and driven ground-vehicles. They cover a wide
variety of sizes, shapes, and configurations. The UAVs and the UGVs industries are winning
themselves a lot of investments from Governments and States worldwide.

3

1.2.2 Fundamental Differences between UAVs and UGVs
Even though UAVs and UGVs share a common principle; to operate without human crew
aboard. However, conceptually, these two designs are different. The UGVs are able to make
stops and remain stationary while the trajectory planning algorithm is scheduling the optimal
future trajectory. The UAVs on the other hand cannot stop in space or else they risk falling out of
the sky. As a result, UAVs require a real-time trajectory planning model.
At a stop, UGVs can make 90-degrees turns by simply rotating at the same spot without
translating. This is so challenging for UAVs. Each UAV has a minimum turning radius that is
greater than zero. This is one the constraints accounted for in the trajectory planning model
development.
The other limitation UAVs face is their small size. Unlike some gigantic UAVs used for
the military missions, most UAVs are small in size and light in weight. This brings about a
limitation on the amount of useful computational hardware they can carry onboard. However,
for being small in size, UAVs are able to go places a full sized vehicle may not be able to fly.

1.2.3 Gliders and their Role
A glider is a type of aircraft that does not depend on engine or motor power to perform flights.
The UAV glider is a type of glider that partially employs the engine or motor power during
flight.
Gliders work in similar way as sailplanes. In fact the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) makes no distinction in defining these two aircrafts. According to FAA, a glider or a
sailplane is an aircraft heavier than air that is supported in flight by the dynamic reaction of the
air against its lifting surfaces, and whose free flight does not depend on an engine [6], Gliders
and sailplanes stay aloft by means of soaring. Gliders that are launched in order to get aloft are
4

collectively known as human-powered gliders. Otherwise they are called self-launch gliders for
example the UAV glider. The later are equipped with an engine or motor for launching purposes
and shuts-off once a desired altitude is achieved. UAV gliders, like conventional UAVs serve
different purposes such as; surveillance, reconnaissance intelligence, firefighting, combat,
training and performing hazardous missions undesired for mannered aircrafts because they
expose human pilots to great danger that may lead to even loss of lives. The example of a
human-powered glider is the spice bomb. This Israel made glider bomb is one of the latest
applications of gliding concepts in UAVs development. It is an engineless precision-guided
bomb that does not rely on satellite-based Global Positioning Systems (GPS) like traditional
precision-guided missiles. Rather, it uses onboard cameras to match real-time pictures of her
target with pre - programmed digital pictures of its target. It glides to its target absolutely
autonomously making it extremely difficult for the enemies‟ radars to detect and deflect.

1.2.4 UAV Control Architecture
In their research, Sefer Kurnaz, Omer Cetin and Okyay Kaynak [7] designed a Flight and
Navigation Controls for an autonomous UAV basing on fuzzy logic approach. Two computers
are used in their model: the navigation computer (ground based computer) and the flight
computer (aboard the UAV). The later was used to control the servo controllers, to read sensors,
to check; engine systems, and cooling systems, and to communicate with the former exchanging desired information in order to keep the aircraft under control.

1.3 Energy-Efficient UAV Trajectories
Ying and Zhao research in 2005 [8] discusses optimal energy-efficient flight trajectories of a
generic UAV flying through a vertical moving atmospheric thermal. The problem was
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formulated as a nonlinear problem to minimize the time rate of the average thrust subjected to
UAV performance constraints and periodic flight boundary conditions. Then, the problem was
converted into parameter optimizations and solved numerically. Their work compared the fuel
efficiency of these optimal trajectories with those of reference optimal flights in the absence of
atmospheric thermal. And the results suggest significant improvements in the UAV fuel
consumption when atmospheric thermal trajectories are undertaken.

1.4 UAV glider Mission Plan
The UAV glider is required to fly to different waypoints. The mission objective(s) could include
but not limited to the following: inspecting suspicious locations (intelligence and
reconnaissance), patrolling international borders and wildfire imagery among others. The ground
operator selects way point and the glider flight path follows the following routine:
i. A trajectory-planning algorithm determines an energy dependent optimal path to fly the
mission plan.
ii. Ground operator launches flight.
iii. An infrared camera on board the UAV glider takes continuously forward looking images
that are analyzed for to candidate atmospheric thermals that might be present in the
atmosphere
iv. When a candidate thermal is identified, a thermal identification algorithm is used to
extract from the image useful data such as: thermal strength, size, and latitude/longitude
location
v. The identified candidate thermal in (iv) is evaluated for the worst–case scenario by the
optimal trajectory–planning algorithm. The worst–case scenario is one in which a
candidate atmospheric thermal might result in zero altitude gain. In that situation, the
6

thermal path is evaluated to determine if the UAV glider can safely return to base before
it runs out of battery energy. The evaluation is done through the Battery Usage Model
(BUM).
vi. If (v) is passed (i.e. battery level > 0% at worst – case scenario) the Intelligent Decision
Model (IDM) compares the thermal path (trajectory to fly through the candidate thermalpoint) with the optimal path from the Dubins Set and relevant recommendations are
drawn.
vii. If (v) is fails (i.e. battery level < 0% at worst–case scenario) the identified candidate
thermal-point is ignored.

1.5 The BUM, the AGM and the IDM
There are three models in total developed in this thesis, The Battery Usage Model (Chapter 2),
the Altitude Gain Model (Chapter 3) and the Intelligent Decision Model (Chapter 4). The BUM
calculates power required and flight–time to execute any given trajectory between two given
points: between waypoint and waypoint, initial point and waypoint, initial point and between
thermal point and waypoint. A trajectory is considered for flight if and only if the power required
for the trajectory flight and back to base is less than to the current battery charge status of the
UAV glider.
The AGM estimates the expected altitude gain from an identified candidate atmospheric
thermal. It is assumed that the Thermal Identification Algorithm (not developed in this thesis) is
able to compute the strength, size, altitude and location of the thermal from an aerial infrared
image of the ground. All four parameters mentioned are required by both BUM and AGM to
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execute their mission. This chapter discusses how the acquired data from thermal identification
model are used to estimate the altitude gain from the thermal.
The IDM compares two paths: the Thermal–Path (TP) and the Nominal–Path (NP) and
computes for the level of confidence in flying the TP. The Thermal–Path consists of current
location, next waypoint and the atmospheric thermal point whereas the Nominal-path consists of
only current location and the next waypoint. The objective of the IDM is to find the most energyefficient path after weighing the energy benefits obtained from each path and the flight-time cost
for each path. The overall IDM outputs are the level of confidence with a recommendation(s)
associated with flying the Thermal-path. The IDM is a fuzzy logic based model.

1.6 Characteristics of the UAV Glider used
The UAV glider used in this work is a scaled high performance DG–600 sailplane produced in
Germany by Glaser – Dirks Flugzeugbau Company. The sailplane is scaled down by 1:3.19 and
a separate retractable power pod is mounted on it so that it can perform self-lunch flights.
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Figure 1.1: DG – 600 scale glider (Source: Let Model Company)

The parameter of the full scale DG–600 sailplane as well the scaled version of it are presented in
Table 1.1 below.
Full Scale Sailplane

Scaled UAV glider

Wing span

668.943(in)

209.7 (in)

Wing Area

17964.536(in2)

1764 (in2)

Length

283.846(in)

88.98 (in)

Total weight

10023.3(oz)

308.774 (oz)

Airfoil type

HQ 2.5/12

Table 1.1: DG–600 Scale glider specifications
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The DG–600 scale glider was selected for this mission basing on its good performance
characteristics among them is: high climb rate of 13ft/sec, high maximum altitude greater than
6,000feet; flexibility to mount on power pad for self-launch and extending flight-time; the
availability of empty canopy space which can be used for Infrared imagery payload installation
and good thermalling capabilities which are desirable for the kind of mission we are
investigating.
The wing of this glider is made of the HQ 2.5/12 airfoil section. It is a 12% thickness, 2.5%
maximum camber airfoil with a maximum Lift-to-Drag ratio of up to 54 at 3.5 degrees angle of
attack and the corresponding lift coefficient of 0.805. According to Airfoil Investigation
Database (AID) – an online resource on airfoil; HQ 2.5/12 airfoil stalls at an angle of attack
equal to nine degrees and zero- lift is achieved at an angle of attack of minus three degrees.
The airfoil polar data is downloaded from AID and drag polar curves are generated using
MATLAB software. Also, drag polar curves can be obtained using QFLR5 software or any other
airfoil design software. Different curves for the HQ 2.5/12 airfoil analyzed at Reynolds numbers
25000, 50000, 75000 and 100000 are shown in Figure 1.3(a) through Figure 1.3(d). Figure 1.2
presents HQ 2.5/12 airfoil profile characteristics.
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Figure 1.2: HQW2.5/12 Airfoil Profile and Nomenclature
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Figure 1.3: Lift and Drag Polar curves evaluated at different Reynolds number
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1.6.1 UAV Glider Power Pod
The power required for DG-600 to self-lunch is provided by EMA scale 800 power pod [9]
shown in Figure 1.4 is capable of delivering up to 800 watts of battery power. The power pod
comprises of a propeller, brushless motor, Electronic Speed Controllers (ESC) and a 6S (six cell
arranged in series) Lithium Polymer (Li-Po) battery pack. Each of the six Li-Po cells has a
capacity of 5000mAh and a discharge rate of 40C. The power pod is capable of providing a
motor runtime of about 8 minutes on this glider [9]. Additional battery can be used to extend
flight time. The power pod comes as an assembly of all the above mentioned components except
for the Li-Po battery pack, which can be mounted on the powered pod base later. The power pod
is then mounted on the glider wing using bolts.

Figure 1.4: The EMA scale 800 Power Pod (Source: ICARE Sailplanes and Electrical)
The choice of the power pod is based on the recommendation of the glider manufacturer
concerning power system compatible to DG-600 scale glider. In additional to basic sensors such
as pressure and airspeed sensors, plus flight computer and wireless telemetry system. The UAV
glider carries an infrared camera on board that continuously takes thermal imagery necessary for
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identifying thermals and can also be used for other mission-objectives utilizing the same
spectrum wavelength.

1.6.2 Infrared Camera and other Sensors
There are many different infrared cameras to choose from for this particular mission. Infrared
cameras are different in dimensions, weight, operating temperature, voltage range, depth of
field, field of view, contrast / brightness, infrared polarity, output, cold start to IR Video
Image, detector range, pan function, tilt function, and position feedback among others. The
discussion with Imaging Science suggested DRS Technologies infrared camera; E3500S [10]
shown in Figure 1.5 is a suitable candidate for this application. It is a light total weight; high
resolution of 320 x 240 pixel; 25µm pixel pitch design and 60 Hz frame rate make interface for a
broad range of applications more flexible. Also it has a video output, which can be attached to a
video transmitter for real time video streaming. The Chester Carlson Center for Imaging Science
at Rochester Institute of Technology uses this infrared camera for infrared imagery on its remote
sensing aerial platform WASP Lite.

Figure 1.5: E3500S Infrared camera used for thermal imagery (Source: DRS Technologies)
Figure 1.6 represents an infrared themal image taken by an infrared camera. Hot images are
shown light in colour and colder images are shown dark in color.
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Figure 1.6: Atmospheric thermal image (Source: R.I.T- Don McKeown)

1.6.3 Motor, ESC, Propeller and Battery
1.6.3.1 Motor
A direct current motor (DC) such as the one used in UAV glider model DG-600 glider converts
direct current stored in the battery into mechanical power that rotates the shaft of the motor
coupled to a propeller. The DG-600 glider power is supplied by a Hacker C50XL - 8XL
Brushless motor shown in Figure 1.7. It measures only 1.496 inches in diameter and has a high
operating efficiency rated between 80% and 90%. Depending on the power source capacity, this
motor can deliver a peak power of up to 1700 watts at a constant motor value (Kv) of 2030
RPM/V (Kv is the motor‟s rotation speed in RPM per voltage supplied volt). The motor is turned
on during climbing flights and turned off for gliding and thermalling flight portions. The motor is
coupled to the propeller through a gearbox with a gear ratio of 5:1. At no load (without propeller)
the motor draws 1.71A and it has a constant resistance of 0.0076 Ohms.
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Figure 1.7: A Hacker C50XL - 8XL Brushless Motor (Source: Impact RC website)

1.6.3.2 Electronic Speed Controller (ESC)
The Electronic Speed Controllers regulate the speed of the motor, varies its direction and
sometimes act as dynamic brakes. Since the motor rotational speed is related to voltage; another
way to put the function of ESC is that it regulates the voltage a motor receives in relation to the
loading requirements. Figure 1.8 shows a 100-Amp Brushless ESC with Governor Mode. This
ESC allows a continuous current of 100A but can peak momentarily up to 135A at the motor‟s
rotational speed of 190,000RPM without causing a reason for alarm.

Figure 1.8: Brushless ESC with Governor Mode.
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1.6.3.3 Propeller
The two important parameters of the propeller are its diameter and pitch. CAM folding prop
16x8 shown in Figure 1.9 is used in the DG-600 scale glider. It is a 16 inches in diameter and 8
inches pitch propeller with a maximum efficiency of up to 80%. A two-blade propeller‟s
diameter is the distance measured between one tip of the first propeller blade to the tip of the
second blade. The propeller pitch is the translational distance a propeller moves in air in one
revolution of rotational turn. The translational speed associated with the propeller pitch is called
the pitch speed. The propellers‟ blades take a shape of an airfoil and thus work like airfoil to
generate lift. As the propeller rotates through air, air flows over its blades creating a lifting force
along the propeller rotation axis. Since the airfoil properties are affected by the angle of attack
and altitude, the propeller properties are affected in a similar way. See the text Mechanics of
Flight [11] or similar work for a full discussion on the propellers. CAM folding propellers are
made of carbon fiber reinforced plastic so as to achieve maximum stiffness and minimum torsion
distortion when they are mounted on high performance electric motors.

Figure 1.9: Propeller APC 18x10 used on DG-600 glider (Source: Let Model website)
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1.6.3.4 Battery Pack
The Li-Po batteries are characterized with lightweight, high power output and slow rate of selfdischarge. Over the years Li-Po batteries have seen an increase in application in the areas of
electric aircrafts and airplane models. However, in case of overcharging and over-discharging LiPo batteries are more volatile than nickel cadmium or nickel metal hydride batteries. With care
and following instructions by the manufacturer Li-Po batteries offer the best energy density. The
DG-600 glider employs six 5000mAh Li-Po cells arranged in series (Figure 1.10). It has a
continuous discharge rate of 40C and a maximum burst discharge of 80C. Each cell of 5000mAh
Li-Po battery provides 3.7V.

Figure 1.10: Li-Po battery package used in DG-600 glider (Source: dragonfly.com)

1.7 Atmospheric Soaring
Atmospheric Soaring refers to a technique of flying a sailplane or glider for long distances and
remain airborne for extended time. The words “long distances” and “extended time” mean two
different things. It is possible to achieve long distances in a very short time and likewise it is
possible to fly for extended hours and cover a short distance. This is possible due to a number of
factors comprising of: available useful energy in the atmosphere (atmospheric thermals, updrafts
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and etc), the aircraft design dimensions and aircraft dynamic properties among others. For a
glider to stay aloft for an extended-time, it must be able to maintain or gain altitude against its
inherent behavior of slowly gliding downward. Gaining altitude is made possible by finding and
staying within the strongest part of the atmospheric energy available in the atmosphere.

1.7.1 Forms of Atmospheric Energy
There are different forms of energy in the atmosphere. Some forms have more strength than
others and others are more predictable than others. Examples of these forms of energy include
the following; Ridges, Atmospheric thermals, and Waves as shown in Figure 1.11. Of all these;
atmospheric thermals remain the most commonly used form for soaring flights. Reason being,
atmospheric thermals have an abundant occurrence in all types of terrain; hilly and flat terrain
[12]. Figure 1.11 represents the three forms of atmospheric energy ridges, atmospheric thermals
and waves respectively. In Figure 1.11 (a), the ridgeline deflects eastward wind into an upward
direction causing lift on the UAV glider. Figure 1.11 (c) focuses on the atmospheric thermals and
their occurrences. Ploughed fields and towns are examples of good atmospheric thermal sources.
Marshlands represent a poor or zero source of atmospheric thermal. Atmospheric waves undergo
phases during their formation. They start as primary waves, as they get more turbulent they
become secondary waves and further down hill, they culminate into tertiary waves. Wind speed
depends directly on altitude change as shown in wave soaring Figure 1.11 (b).
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(a) Ridge Soaring

(b) Wave Soaring

(c) Thermal Soaring
Figure 1.11: Ridge Soaring, Wave Soaring and Thermal Soaring

1.7.2 Atmospheric Thermal Soaring
Atmospheric thermals are localized, warmer regions in the atmosphere moving upwards with a
speed exceeding the descent rate of a bird or an aircraft soaring it. Soaring these updrafts not
only save much energy to sailplanes and gliders but also to birds. Human and birds soaring
strategies are compared and analyzed in the work of Zsuzsa A´kos et al in 2008 [13]. Successful
atmospheric thermal soaring requires efficient optimization and skilful localization of
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atmospheric thermals. The following steps are followed: locating the thermal, entering the
thermal, centering the thermal, and finally leaving the thermal. Every thermal is unique in terms
of size, shape, and strength. But in principle, the above steps have to be followed irrespective of
the difference just mentioned above.

1.7.3 Thermal Localization Techniques
By observing, pattern of cloud formation referred to as Cumulus clouds, experienced pilots and
skilled personnel localizes where atmospheric thermals are most likely to be. For instance, a dark
area under the cloud base would mean a deeper cloud; therefore, a higher likelihood of an
atmospheric thermal underneath. Nevertheless the absence of Cumulus does not entirely rule out
the possibility of having atmospheric thermals in the atmosphere. In principle if the air aloft is
cool enough and the surface temperature warms sufficiently, atmospheric thermals will form.
Cumulus clouds are formed from moisture rising above to dew-point where it is cooled at
constant barometric pressure.
Another way of identifying thermals is by gliding randomly and observing. The glider
experiencing a positive g-force variation (lift) indicated by the variometer in form of thermal
strength measured in knots is a good sign of being in a thermal. During about 20-minute flight
the author took in a Schleicher ASK-21 sailplane on July 22, 2010; the variometer indicated the
presence of short lived thermals as strong as 10 knots and predominant thermals ranging between
2 knots and 6 knots. Strong sinks reaching of up to 4 knots were also observed at the thermal
boundaries and far outside sink rate was around 2 knots utmost.
There are cases reported where circling birds‟ formation such as one shown by Figure
1.12 serves as an indication of an atmospheric thermal in the atmosphere. Birds use thermals in
their day today life to stay aloft for extended period of time without flapping wings. Other
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atmospheric thermal indicators include but not limited to raising aerosols, e.g. dust, haze domes,
dust devils in drier climates, and sun-facing slopes in hilly or mountainous terrain [14].

Figure 1.12: Birds soaring in atmospheric thermal (Source: aerospaceweb.org)
It takes practice and experience for a glider pilot to safely estimate the presence of a
thermal at a certain location. Areas that have shown thermal occurrences in the past are revisited.
There is high probability that locations where atmospheric thermals have been previously formed
will see appearances again.

1.7.4 Atmospheric Thermal Energy Extraction
Strategies employed in the extraction of energy from an atmospheric thermal are flying through a
thermal and circling around it. None of the two is favored over the other since each strategy has
its own strong and weak points. The choice depends on; weather, desired flight time, the aircraft
design parameters and the pilot‟s or operators preference. However in both cases, caution has to
be taken regarding when to exit the atmospheric thermal. Once the thermal weakens and no
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indication of more lift is present, the glider should exit the thermal immediately. Otherwise the
glider will fall into a sink. The strongest lift on a glider is experienced at the center or core of the
thermal tube. So, it is desired to fly at smallest radius of the atmospheric thermal tube as
possible.

Figure 1.13: The Column or Plume Thermal Model

Figure 1.14: Bubble or Vortex-ring Thermal Model
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1.7.5 Atmospheric Thermal Identification Concepts
1.7.5.1 Quality Checks for a good Atmospheric Thermal
Not all images taken by the infrared camera aboard the UAV glider will constitute a good
thermal. In fact if a thermal identified is not able to pass these quality checks then it is ignored.

1.7.5.1.1 Atmospheric thermal strength and size
The strength and size of an atmospheric thermal affects the expected altitude gain from it. Given
the UAV glider dynamic model and atmospheric conditions; a minimum amount of lift caused by
the atmospheric thermal is calculated. The stronger a thermal is, the greater the lift effect on the
UAV glider. In fact the aim of this thesis is to gain as much altitude as possible.

1.7.5.1.2 Atmospheric thermal latitude and longitude location
The atmospheric thermal identified should be in the scope of the mission target. This increases
chances of visiting it. Atmospheric thermal location is analyzed vis-à-vis other mission points so
that by flying it, the overall general intended mission plan is not jeopardized or so much delayed.

1.7.5.1.3 Atmospheric weather conditions
An atmospheric thermal may be of good strength but if the weather condition is bad; hails, strong
head winds, etc. are present. The thermal is considered “unflyable”. In this case it takes a lot of
energy to fly against all the weather obstacles than that expected to be gained from flying the
atmospheric thermal.
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2 BATTERY USAGE MODEL

2.1

Optimal Trajectory Planning

The L.E. Dubins work of 1957 [15] on trajectory generation theory is probably the most
fundamental benchmark many researchers over the years have successfully relied on to
determine the optimal two-dimensional trajectory for moving vehicles both ground and air based.
In his work a method to determine a series of circular arcs of known radius of curvature and
straight line segment is developed, which when connected together the shortest trajectory
between two points would be decided provided the turning radius, initial and final heading
angles are specified [16]. This task may sound simple, but it is tedious. It takes a lot of
computation time since in order to get the shortest trajectory, all trajectories possible to be
generated by his method have to be computed and compared.

2.1.1 Dubins Trajectory Generation Technique
The Dubins work proves that any shortest trajectory comprises of only three segments, which
can be arranged in the order of
Where

is an arc of radius

(Curved-Curved-Curved) or
and can be either a turn right

(Curved-Straight-Curved).
or a turn left

and

is the

straight line. From this explanation it can be seen that there are twelve possible segment
arrangements; eight

segments

segments

and four

(15). However note that, not all these trajectories are admissible.

According to Dubins, every planar

is a continuously differentiable curve if it

belongs to one of the following:
(i)

An arc of a circle of radius

, followed by a line segment, followed by an arc of a
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circle of radius

.

(ii)

A sequence of three arcs of circles of radius

(iii)

A sub trajectory of a trajectory of type

or

and

An admissible trajectory is one that will satisfy any of the above criteria under the assumption
that the minimal radius of the arc is equal to one (i.e.

). Using elementary

transformations shown in (2.1) through (2.3) and the above criteria, Shkel and Lumelsky in 2001
[17] were able to confirm that there are only six admissible Dubins Set trajectories
.
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
where;

,

and

are the motion operators corresponding to the left-turn, right-turn and

straight-line respectively;

,

,

and

are the four inputs to the Dubins trajectory and they

represent longitude, latitude, heading angle and turning radius of the aircraft and

is the

segment length.
Traditionally longitude and latitude values reported from the Global Positioning System
(GPS) or read directly from the map are given in degrees and they converted from into Cartesian
coordinates in order to be used Dubins Set algorithm. The X-Y coordinates for a given Waypoint
(WP) is found using (2.4) where the Initial Point (IP) on the Cartesian coordinate is set at the
origin.

(2.4)
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The feet to degrees

conversion factor is given as

whereas the conversion factor of degrees latitude to degrees longitude
equal to

is

according to [18]. An interested reader on the topic of aircraft positions

in geographic coordinates and Cartesian coordinates should consider reading Mechanics of
Flight [19].
For the sake of convenience the segment length
given different notation;

for the Left turn segment,

line. The total length of the trajectory

for each arc and the straight-line are

for the Right turn and

for the straight-

comprising of a left turn – straight line – right turn is

the algebraic sum of the three specific segment lengths as shown in (2.5).
(2.5)
The radius of the arc depends on the turning radius of the aircraft. A small turning radius
leads to small radii of the arc for Left turn and Right turn segments hence reducing the total
distance of the Dubins Set trajectory. The geometrical distance between the IP and WP of the
Dubins Set trajectory D is found using (2.6)
(2.6)
Another parameter most of the times given in aerospace is the bearing angle instead of
the heading angle used in the Dubins Set algorithm. The two angles are different; the bearing
angle is the angle measured clockwise from the North Pole to the aircraft body-axis whereas the
heading angle is the orientation angle of the aircraft on the ground coordinate system. The
conversion from bearing angles to heading angles in the Dubins coordinate system (subscript d)
is given by (2.7) and using the Dubins coordinate system heading angle is converted into ground
coordinate system. These conversions are necessary so as to obtain the appropriate inputs to the
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Dubins Set algorithm and most importantly to the ground coordinate system heading angle at the
IP and the WP are used in the identification of the IP and WP quadrants in the lookup table by
Shkel and Lumelsky shown in Table 2.1.
Converting bearing angles into heading angles in the Dubins coordinate system

(2.7)
–

The heading angle from Dubins coordinate system is converted into the ground coordinate
system heading angle by rotating the Dubins coordinate axis by an angle

which is equal to the

angle between the IP and the WP Cartesian coordinate shown in (2.8).
(2.8)
In ground coordinate system,

(2.9)

where the modulo operator
and

.
and

and

is used with respect to

so as to resolve the angles between 0

are the heading angles at the IP and WP in the Dubins coordinate system.

are the IP and WP bearing angles.

and

are the heading angles at the IP and

WP in the ground coordinate system and these are the angles used in the Shkel and Lumelsky
lookup table.
Shkel and Lumelsky developed a look-up decision table that simplifies a rather tedious
work of going through calculations for all the six permissible trajectories [17]. This work is an
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accurate shortcut for finding the optimal trajectory if only the IP and the WP heading angles are
known.

Final Quadrant

Initial
Quadrant

Table 2.1: Shkel and Lumelsky Optimal Trajectory Look-up Table
Incase more than one optimal trajectories are indicated such as for the
second quadrant and
variable

located in the

located in the second quadrant, the results suggest four optimal paths. The

is called a switching function. The subscript and are the initial and final heading

angle quadrant locations respectively. The superscript represents the case where
greater than

or less than . In the first case,

and when

is less than ,

is either
. There are

16 Shkel and Lumelsky switching functions in total and a list of them is provided at the
Appendix I. Knowing the switching function‟s definition and applying a quick test can reduce
the number of suggested optimal trajectories to a half. In the case of
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and

are in the second of

quadrant and assume

is greater than

switching functions (

, the remaining optimal trajectories are given by the
and

). Even further the two

optimal trajectories are reduced to only one trajectory by evaluating the value of
than zero chose then the optimal trajectory is
trajectory

, if it is less

and if it is greater than zero chose the optimal

. Also provided at the appendix I are the X and Y coordinates of the aircraft at the

start and finish points of each segment (

) of the optimal Dubins Set trajectory.

2.1.2 Application of Dubins Set on UAVs
The Dubins optimal path planning technique has been successfully used in solving trajectoryplanning problems for both unmanned ground and aerial vehicles. Recent work [20], [17] and
[18] are some of the examples for the applications of this technique in the UAVs and UGVs
domain. The later used the Dubins Sets to develop a control technique for the autonomous
navigation and landing of UAVs and implemented their model on the Lockheed-Martin F-16 and
the AAI Corporation / Israel aircraft Industries RQ-2 Pioneer [18]. They also compared Dubins
Set control technique with the Rhumb – Line control technique. After thorough calculation and
considerations, the Dubins Set optimal trajectory was found to be time saving. Their approach
using Dubins Set is adopted for use in this thesis.

2.1.3 Example of Application of the Dubins Set algorithm
Consider a UAV glider flying from one point PIP to another point PWP. The longitude / latitude
location, glider airspeed, turning radius and the bearing angles specifications for the two points
are given in Table 2.2. The flight path of the glider in the ground coordinate system is sketched
in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Flight trajectory between two points

Input Parameter

PIP

PWP

Data

Initial Longitude;

-77.686694o

Initial Latitude;

43.078931o

Initial Bearing;

40o

Way-point Longitude;

-77.657303o

Way-point Latitude;

43.090883 o

Way-point Bearing;

310 o

Turning radius;

300ft

Aircraft constant speed;

30ft/sec

Table 2.2: Input Data to the Example Flight Trajectory
Applying equations from (2.3) through (2.9) and assuming PIP is located at the origin of the
Cartesian coordinate [PIP (0, 0, α)]. Corresponding results are found and tabulated as shown in
Table 2.3.
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Output Values
8800.2ft
4357.3ft
D

9819.875ft

Table 2.3: Results of the Example Flight Trajectory

From the optimal trajectory look-up table by Shkel and Lumelsky Table 2.1, the output
and

values for this example fall into quadrant I and quadrant IV respectively. Three

trajectories are given in that cell. From Table 2.3 it is shown that
trajectories that satisfies this condition are;

and

Applying the appropriate switching function for

given in Appendix I, the value of

to be -8.1832 which is less than zero. The trajectory
to calls for

is less than , two possible
.
found

is disqualified since

to be greater than zero. The optimal path for the example is therefore one, and it

is made up of a Right-turn, a Straight-line and a Right-turn segments (RSR). This trajectory is
plotted a latitude versus longitude plot using Matlab software as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Dubins Nominal-Path
Initial Point
Waypoint

43.095

Latitude (deg)

43.09

43.085

43.08

43.075
-77.685

-77.68

-77.675

-77.67

-77.665

-77.66

Longitude (deg)
Figure 2.2: The „RSR‟ Dubins Set Optimal Trajectory Plot

2.1.4 UAV Glider Optimal Trajectory Planning
The Dubins Set optimal trajectory presented in Figure 2.2 is assumed to be at a constant altitude
– level flight. It provides useful information regarding the total distance between two points, the
flight-time required to cover the distance at a given steady airspeed and it gives the important
flight path for navigation – showing the necessary turns of the flight so as to achieve the desired
heading angles at the IP and WP. The Dubins Set optimal trajectory however does not talk about
the climbing or gliding flights along the optimal trajectory. This gap can be filled by
“unwrapping” the trajectory into one straight line of equal distance as the Dubins Set optimal
trajectory. Figure 2.3 shows the unwrapped Dubins optimal trajectory for the example in Section
2.1.3.
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Two arbitrary user defined upper and lower bound altitudes for the DG-600 scale glider
are set to 1000 feet and 200 feet Above the Ground Level (AGL) respectively. Along the straight
line the glider climbs from the lower bound altitude to the upper bound altitude (shown as
Climbing Path) and it glides from the upper bound to the lower bound altitudes (shown as
Gliding Path) on the plot. The glider motor is turned on for the climb portions of the flights and
turned off while gliding. The “motor-on” climb portion of the Battery Usage Model is derived by
assuming a constant velocity and climb angle and assuming motor acceleration energy use can be
neglected. This is followed by the “motor-off” glider portion of the BUM based on maximizing
the aircraft lift-to-drag ratio.

Figure 2.3: The Unwrapped Dubins Set Trajectory in a Vertical plane.

2.2 Battery Usage
The energy in a typical battery cell is defined in the form of Direct Current (DC). This energy is
converted into mechanical energy that the UAV glider propulsion system (propeller) needs. The
power available for the UAV glider‟s thrust and maneuverability depends on the battery pack
capacity and efficiencies of the motor, motor shaft and propeller. There exist different types of
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battery cells with numerous range of capacity. The mostly used rechargeable batteries in UAV
gliders are lithium-polymer, lithium-ion, nickel-cadmium, nickel-metal hydride, carbon-zinc and
lead-acid among others. The DG-600 propulsion power is supplied by a six-cell lithium-polymer
battery. The DC Power Available is the product of current and voltage drawn from the battery
pack at specific loading conditions (2.10). Below is the discussion of major components of the
DC power system.
(2.10)
Power is measured in Watts and can be converted into Horsepower by dividing with 746. The
Power Available is used to overcome drag and make possible other aircraft maneuvers such as
climbing.

2.2.1 Rated Current Capacity
The capacity of a battery pack is described in two forms: the rated current and the rated energy.
The rated current is measured in milli-Ampere-hours

or Ampere-hours

. It is used in

calculating the total current a battery cell can deliver continuously for a period of one hour at a
given discharge rate and voltage.
The product of discharge rate and battery capacity gives the maximum continuous current
that can be drawn from a specific battery pack. The discharge rate for Lithium Polymer cell such
as the one used in this work is 40 where the suffix „ ‟on the discharge rate value does not have
any physical meaning other than to identify the battery discharge rate. From Ohm‟s law; the
current through a conductor connecting two points apart is directly proportional to the voltage
across them and inversely proportional to the resistance between them provided that the
temperature remains constant as shown in (2.11).
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(2.11)
When cells are connected in series, the total battery voltage across the pack is the algebraic sum
of the individual cell voltage with the current flowing through them equal to current through a
single cell according to (2.12).

(2.12)

For cells connected in parallel, the total battery pack voltage is equal to the individual cell
voltage but the total available current is the algebraic sum of currents supplied by each individual
cell as given in (2.13).

(2.13)

Applying (2.12) to 6 cells arranged in series, the total voltage for Li-Po battery pack used in DG600 scale glider is 22.2V and total current supplied is the same as current supplied by a single
cell.

2.2.2 Rated Energy Capacity
The battery rated energy capacity

, measured in watts-hour

, is the amount of watts a

battery cell of a specified voltage and current capacity can deliver in one hour. It is the product
of the total battery rated current capacity and the voltage available in the battery pack (2.14). For
a six cell 5000mAh battery pack at 3.7V, the total energy capacity of the battery pack is 111
Watts-hour. In other words the battery pack is capable of delivering 111 Watts of power for one
hour [(6cell)(3.7V/cell)(5000mAh)]. The cells arrangement in either series or parallel doesn‟t
affect energy capacity but it does affect the total voltage and current.
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(2.14)

2.2.3 Battery Runtime
The battery pack used in DG-600 scale glider has a total capacity of 5000

. Since the total

energy capacity of this pack is known then it is possible to find how long the battery pack can
last when drawn at different current and voltage conditions. The battery runtime

is equal

to the rated current capacity divided by current supplied and is measured in hours. Alternatively,
it can be found by dividing the watt-hour value by the product of current and voltage at a specific
condition.

(2.15)

For instance the battery runtime for the above mentioned battery pack when 30A is drawn is
10mins. Taking into consideration the efficiencies of the motor, motor shaft and propeller, the
overall flight time of this battery pack reduces to only 8minutes. Therefore battery runtime
depends not only on the battery capacity, current drawn but the efficiencies of power plant
components.

2.2.4 Direct Current Electric Motors
Direct current electric motors convert electric energy to mechanical energy. The DC motor is
used to run the propeller, which produces thrust that is used to counteract drag. Basically a DC
electric motor converts the electric current available into torque and the voltage into rotational
speed. Brushless electric engines usually used in R/C aircraft applications have the efficiency
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ranging between 85% and 90%. The efficiency of an electric motor is the ratio of power output
in the form of mechanical energy to the input power in the form of electric power.
(2.16)
and
(2.17)
where

is the mechanical energy,

efficiency of the electric motors,

is the electrical energy given by (2.10),

is the output torque and

is the

is the output angular velocity of

the motor.

2.3 Aircraft Performance Calculations
The aircraft performance during flight is a well documented topic in many fluid mechanics and
aerospace related books for instance [21], [11] and [22]. An aircraft in translational motion is
capable of performing climb, level and glide flights. It is also characterized with circular flights
as in thermalling and changing of the heading angle.
In this research, the emphasis is placed on climbing and gliding flights. The model UAV
glider is set to fly at lower altitude and perform low ranges. In this case level flight would have
less energy-efficient benefits on the mission. However the theory behind level flight is discussed
so as to be able to find important performance parameters of the aircraft such as: stall speed,
maximum speed, speed for minimum drag, speed for minimum power required, and maximum
lift-to-drag ratio.
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Figure 2.4: Flight profile of a typical aircraft and glider

Consider an aircraft climbing at a climb angle

relative to the horizontal axis as shown

in Figure 2.5. The aircraft mean chord line (body axis) and thrust force vector produced by the
aircraft power-plant measured with respect to the flight trajectory are denoted by α and αT
respectively. The drag force acting against the aircraft is parallel to the flight trajectory, lift force
is perpendicular to it and the weight of the aircraft is perpendicular to the horizontal axis as
shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Aircraft Climbing Flight Trajectory
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Isaac Newton coined down three laws that are useful to describe the motions of objects. His
second law in particular states that; “The net external force acting on a particle is equal to the
time rate of change of its linear momentum.” It is applicable to both rectilinear and curvilinear
motions.

(2.18)

The right hand side is solved by applying the chain rule for differentiating products.

(2.19)

For sailplanes as well as battery powered gliders such as DG-600 scale glider, the total weight of
. In this case, the Newton‟s second

the aircraft does not change with flight time

law can be simply re-stated as; “for constant mass; the net external force acting on a particle is
equal to the product of mass and time rate of change of velocity.”

(2.20)

Looking closely to the flight trajectory; one should be able to see that it is curvilinear with a
radius of curvature equal to the absolute altitude [21]. At any point forces acting on an aircraft
can be resolved along two mutually perpendicular axis; one tangential to the flight trajectory and
positive in the direction of the flight trajectory and another axis normal to the flight trajectory
and positive in the direction lift force as shown in Figure 2.5. All forces acting on the aircraft are
resolved to both axes on the flight trajectory. First resolve all forces tangentially according to
(2.21).

(2.21)
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The summation of all external forces resolved tangentially to flight trajectory results to
(2.22)
(2.23)

Similarly the summation of all external forces resolved normally to the flight trajectory are found
from (2.25).

(2.24)
(2.25)
Where, the right hand side is the centripetal force attracting the aircraft towards the center of
curvature with a centripetal acceleration

and radius of curvature .

(2.26)

By definition the flight trajectory direction and relative wind lies along the same line. Thus,
. Assume no wind during flight; the wind vector disappears. Also,

is equal to

angular velocity, which is equal to the derivative of angular displacement .

(2.27)
(2.28)

A fairly reasonable and engineers agreed upon assumption is that the thrust vector incident angle
or thrust angle of attack with respect to airspeed vector is very small enough to be approximated
as

and

so that (2.27) and (2.28) are simplified to (2.29) and (2.30)

respectively.
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(2.29)
(2.30)
The above two equations are the general equations of a two dimensional translational motion of
an aircraft in straight accelerated flight in calm air. If wind velocity is to be considered, then
there is a possibility of sideslip motion of the aircraft in the direction wind is blowing.

2.3.1 Steady Level Flight
The words Steady and Level flight mean; constant airspeed and constant altitude respectively. A
steady level flight is one in which the aircraft velocity doesn‟t change with time. In other words
it is an unaccelerated–flight (
with the horizontal axis (

) and (

) and also the aircraft flight trajectory lines up

). Thus, in steady level flight thrust is equal to drag force and lift

is equal to weight force. After applying the conditions for steady level flight and algebraic
manipulations (2.29) and (2.30) becomes (2.31) and respectively. Steady level flight is very
important for it allows the aircraft designer to set important design parameters such as stall
speed, maximum speed, minimum drag, minimum thrust, minimum power required, maximum
thrust required and maximum power required.
(2.31)
(2.32)

2.3.2 Analysis of Aircraft Performance in Steady Level Flight
2.3.2.1 Thrust Required
The conditions required for an aircraft to attain a steady level flight at a certain altitude and
velocity are that thrust required and power required at this speed and altitude are equal to the
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thrust available and power available respectively from the power-plant. Another criterion that
has to be fulfilled is lift generated should be equal to weight of the aircraft. Substitute the
equation of Lift and the equation of Drag into (2.31) and (2.32).
(2.33)
(2.34)

The aircraft velocity also the airspeed for level flight is thus derived using (2.34). It is shown that
airspeed is a function of angle of attack and aircraft physical parameters and density of air at a
given altitude.

(2.35)

At a specific altitude, the aircraft velocity at steady level flight increases with decreasing
Similarly, airspeed increases as the angle of attack (AOA)

decreases as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Airspeed Increases with Decreasing CL or α
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.

2.3.2.2 Stall Speed
Stall speed

is the minimum speed a powered aircraft can fly in straight and level

flight. Stall speed is achieved at maximum angle of attack beyond with the aircraft stalls. The
corresponding lift coefficient value for the maximum angle of attack is the maximum lift
coefficient. At this AOA and considering steady straight level flight; the lift of the aircraft can be
said is equal to weight; L = W and the resulting airspeed is called stall speed give by (2.36).

(2.36)

The design intention vise-a-vis stall speed is to minimize it as much as possible. That can
be achieved through a number of ways; reducing the aircraft wing area or reducing the aircraft
overall weight. In both cases a compromise has to be reaches as on how much to reduce weight
that is in line with design missions. Increasing wing area will inevitably increase weight as well.
Stall speed is achieved at an angle of attack of

.

2.3.2.3 Minimum Drag Airspeed
Since thrust is equal to drag for steady level flight; to reduce drag to minimum thrust has to be
minimum as well. The conditions that ensure maximum lift-to-drag is desirable to find minimum
thrust required.

(2.37)

To find airspeed that ensures minimum thrust required or minimum drag, (2.37) is differentiated
with respect to

and the result is equated to zero.
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(2.38)

(2.39)

And the corresponding lift coefficient to airspeed for minimum drag is found combining (2.34)
and (2.39) and factorizing out

.
(2.40)

The equation for minimum thrust required of a steady level flight is formulated from substituting
(2.39) into (2.37)

(2.41)

2.3.2.4 Power Required
Fundamentally Power is equal to the rate of work done which is the dot product of Force vector
and velocity vector.
(2.42)
The aerodynamic force acting against the aircraft motion is drag and is overcome by thrust
produced by the aircraft power plant. Power required to move the aircraft through air is therefore
equal to the product of thrust required and airspeed.
(2.43)
Substituting (2.37) into (2.43)
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(2.44)

2.3.2.5 Minimum Power Required Airspeed
The airspeed and lift coefficient that minimizes power required are found in the same manner as
for minimum thrust required. The power required equation is differentiated with respect to

to

get (2.45).

(2.45)

Consequently

is found according to (2.46)

(2.46)

Note that airspeed for minimum power required is less than the airspeed for minimum thrust
required. However, lift coefficient for the minimum power required is greater than that for
minimum thrust by the cubic root of three. Using (2.45) into (2.44) the equation for minimum
power required for the aircraft in steady level flight is generated.

(2.47)

2.3.2.6 Maximum Airspeed
The aircraft maximum flight speed is affected at different degree and level by: the angle of
attack, throttle setting

, maximum power available (in that case the motor or engine type), the

aircraft Aerodynamic properties, and the altitude at which the aircraft flies. It is obtained when
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the power available from the propeller (power output of the propeller is the product of thrust and
velocity) is equal to power required at maximum throttle setting and at a specific altitude. For a
powered flight maximum airspeed is achieved at level flight. This airspeed can be exceeded in
gliding and deep diving maneuvers but then power is turned off.
(2.48)
The general presentation of the power available when the aircraft is at a specific altitude and
throttle setting is given in (2.49).
(2.49)
where:

is the power available (delivered by the propeller to propel the aircraft forward)
is the power available evaluated at specific altitude and throttle setting,

propeller efficiency,

is the

is the throttle setting value given in percentages where 100% is maximum,

is the ratio of the current altitude density over the sea level density and

is the shaft

brake power (The power delivered by the crank shaft to the propeller). At sea level and
maximum throttle setting, the power available is equal to the shaft brake power multiplied by the
efficiency of the propeller according to (2.50).
(2.50)

Equate maximum power available equation to power required and solve for

. This is

the maximum airspeed a powered aircraft can achieve while performing powered flights and
maneuvers such as climbing, turning, rolling, yawing and level flight. Gliding flight does exceed
this airspeed because their airspeed does not depend on the power system rather on trading
potential energy for kinetic energy.
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(2.51)

Let

;

and

where: ,

and

are constants. Therefore;
(2.52)

The result of (2.52) is a set of four roots and the maximum positive of them is the maximum
airspeed of the aircraft at the specified altitude, throttle setting and maximum available power.

2.3.3 Optimal Climb Angle
The optimal climb angle is the constant angle of climb the UAV glider is flying at in order to
achieve a maximum lift-to-drag ratio. For a steady flight, the optimal climb rate is found by
dividing (2.30) by (2.29) and substituting zero for

and

the result is (2.53).

(2.53)

Assuming small angles and rearranging;
(2.54)
Substitute lift-to-drag ratio in (2.54) with maximum lift-to-drag ratio

(2.55)

2.3.4 Optimal Descent Angle
The UAV glider motor is turned off during gliding, thus the thrust vector is assumed zero.
Substitute zero for

in (2.55), the result is the equation for optimal descent angle.

(2.56)
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2.3.5 Optimal Rate of Climb for Steady flight
Whenever the power required to sustain an aircraft at a given altitude and airspeed is less than
the power the aircraft plant can deliver, excess power is present and can be used for climbing and
performing other maneuvers. However, in case

is greater than

, the aircraft descends. The

rate at which the aircraft climbs is given by
(2.57)
The optimal climb rate is achieved by substituting airspeed with the maximum lift-to-drag
airspeed and climb angle with the optimal climb angle
(2.58)
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3 ALTITUDE GAIN MODEL
3.1 Introduction
The altitude gain model is developed to estimate the gain in altitude the UAV glider attains from
soaring an atmospheric thermal of a known strength, width, latitude/longitude location and
altitude. Within the thermal, the primary assumption is that the glider airspeed is maintained at
minimum sink rate throughout so as to stay longer in the thermal and achieve higher altitude
gain.
There are two different techniques employed in thermalling; first is the circling around in
the thermal and the second is the flying straight across the thermal exiting and returning. For
long distance soaring flights, such as cross country and in the presence of cloud streets (cumulus
clouds arranged approximately in a straight line along the wind and equally spaced by about
twice the cloud base height) pilots choose to fly across the thermal in order to minimize
thermalling time, but maximize distance travelled while at the same time keep airborne [23]. The
other reason behind this choice is that the current thermal may not be as stronger as the thermals
ahead. Soaring across the current thermal enables the glider pilot to catch strong thermals along
the cloud street before they die at strong winds or simply dissipate due to weather change
patterns. The other merit of this thermalling technique is that it is easy to implement since no
banking and other maneuvers that require power are necessary for soaring the thermal. It is the
only way to go if the thermal radius is smaller than the minimum turning radius of the aircraft.
When a strong thermal is encountered, however, thermal circling technique is often used.
The glider slows down from the speed it is flying at to the minimum sink rate airspeed and turns
at a bank angle that places the glider close to the thermal core. The glider exits the thermal at an
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altitude close to the maximum altitude of the thermal, which is the top altitude. This technique
leads to long thermalling time depending on the thermal‟s strength, width, and altitude. An
interview the author conducted with a sailplane pilot veteran John Gill [24] revealed that
thermalling time is reduced in powered gliders such as the DG-600 (used in this thesis research)
and the Discus CS by turning on the power pod while in the thermal. In case the flight mission is
not critical, the power pod can be turned off so as to gain maximum energy possible without
incurring battery power loss. In this work, the glider motor is turned-off during thermalling.
The characteristics of the observed atmospheric thermals in practice vary in strength,
altitude and the range they cover. Frank Irving [25] observed some strong thermals of core
strength of up 20 ft/sec and radius of about 787 ft. The wide thermals observed, such as those
released by forests in the evenings, had core strength of approximately 15 ft/sec with a thermal
radius of over 525ft.
According to the interview with a model glider pilot Christian Spengler published in
Fonseka [26]; thermals can attain an upper altitude reaching 3300 ft and a bottom width of 49ft.
Thermals start forming at an altitude around 160 ft AGL and possess thermal strength of about
13 ft/sec.

3.2 Altitude Gain Model Flowchart
An altitude gain model in Figure 3.1 shows how data extracted from the thermal infrared image
is used to estimate the expected altitude gain
the thermal

, and the final altitude

in feet from the thermal, the time it takes to soar

of the UAV glider as it exits the thermal. This work

assumes the Thermal Detection Algorithm is provided from a different source and is able to
analyze a thermal imagery for maximum thermal strength
, maximum altitude

and minimum altitude
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, minimum thermal strength
of the thermal and the radius of the

thermal core Rt . The altitude gain model developed in this chapter shows on how these inputs
translate into the required outputs.
Previous work by Edwards [4] shows that predicting atmospheric thermal parameters is an
achievable task. In his research, Edwards developed a thermal identification method where the
updraft velocity of the thermal is estimated using the vehicle energy rate of change and the
vehicle speed polar. However, this method is only good for identifying a thermal while the
aircraft is already in it.

Figure 3.1: The Altitude Gain Model Hierarchy
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The energy gain from the atmospheric thermal is in the form of altitude gain caused by
the updraft velocity. The vertical velocity component of the atmospheric thermal acting on the
aircraft when it is sufficient will cause the aircraft to ascend as it circles around the thermal.
Different mathematical thermal models have been developed to explain the complicated nature
of atmospheric thermals over the years. Examples of these models include [26] that describe the
updraft velocity distribution along the thermal altitude. Another model [27] is used for the
analysis of updraft velocity distribution along the thermal width.
The first two models are used in the analysis of the updraft velocity distribution within
the atmospheric thermal profile by modeling it as a plume or column as observed in [28] and
shown in Figure 3.2 . Here the thermal profile agrees with work by Goodhart [29] on the rate of
sink distribution outside and inside an atmospheric thermal and expands on the experimental
results by Scorer, R.S [30].

3.2.1 Updraft Velocity Distribution along the Thermal Altitude
According to Fonseka an atmospheric thermal is divided into three regions along its
altitude so as to best describe the updraft velocity distribution along it as shown in Figure 3.2.
Updraft velocity distribution in each region is calculated from (3.1) through (3.3). The first
equation is used to calculate velocity in the first region confined between

and

, the

second one (3.2) gives the maximum strength of the thermal residing in the middle region
between

and

and (3.3) is for updraft velocity along the upper altitude section defined

between

and

.
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Figure 3.2: Updraft Velocity Distribution within the Thermal Plume

The Fonseka thermal model is given by (3.1) through (3.3)
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(3.1)
–

(3.2)

(3.3)
–

where;

and

–

–

are the bottom and the top thermal altitudes respectively;

and

define thermal region where updraft velocity is maximum and they are calculated using (3.4) and
(3.5) respectively.
(3.4)
(3.5)
The other two parameters that are necessary to describe the flight trajectory of the UAV glider
scale glider are

and

which are the altitude at the beginning of the thermal soaring

and the altitude of the aircraft as it exits the thermal.
The above Fonseka model assumes the thermal boundaries are insulated from the outside
permitting the use of the assumption that horizontal velocity in an atmospheric thermal is
negligible in all weather conditions. Global wind influence on the thermal tube is also ignored.
Consider the following example to illustrate this method. An atmospheric thermal is
detected and analyzed by the Thermal Identification Model Detection. The following data is
acquired as tabulated in Table 3.1.
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Minimum updraft strength;

1ft/sec

Maximum updraft strength;

16ft/sec

Bottom updraft altitude AGL;

170ft

Top updraft altitude AGL;

2500ft

Initial glider altitude AGL;

300ft

Final glider altitude AGL;

2400ft

Thermal core radius;

350ft

Table 3.1: Data of the Example Atmospheric Thermal

The calculation of the updraft velocity distribution along the thermal altitude for this
particular atmospheric thermal is generated using Matlab for equations (3.1) through (3.5) and
shown in Appendix II. The values of

and

bounding the region of maximum thermal

strength are found to be equal to 636 ft and 1102 ft, respectively.
The corresponding plot of the updraft velocity
shown in Figure 3.3. In the lower-region, the

, versus thermal altitude change is

of the thermal is directly proportional to the

altitude. It is constant in middle region, and inversely proportion to the altitude in upper region.
The middle-region corresponds to the maximum updraft velocity present in the thermal.
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Figure 3.3: Updraft Velocity Distribution along the Thermal Altitudes
It is evident that updraft velocity increases rapidly in the lower region and diminishes
gradually in the upper region. It is inaccurate however to presume that the estimated maximum
updraft velocity is equally distributed along the thermal core. Depending on the thermalling time
a glider is willing to spend in a thermal, entry and exit altitudes can be adjusted accordingly.
Suppose two identical gliders enter a thermal at different altitudes; glider A at 200ft and glider B
at 400ft but both aiming at the same thermal exit altitude of 2400ft. If both glider A and glider B
fly at the same airspeed, glider A takes longer thermalling time to exit the thermal and attains
more altitude gain relative glider B. If minimizing thermalling time is critical due to mission
requirements, glider B will exit at the same altitude but in a shorter amount of time than glider A.
In this work both cases are evaluated through the Intelligent Decision Model in Chapter 4.
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Even though an infrared camera is being used to detect and estimate the thermal
parameters for this thesis, the thermal tube model is still relevant in finding the velocity
distribution along the altitude provided his assumptions are correct.

3.2.2 Updraft Velocity Distribution along the Thermal Range
The updraft velocity distribution along the thermal range is analyzed using the concepts
developed in [27] that is used to describe flights of dolphin-style thermal soaring. This
mathematical model is a modification of the general parabolic thermal model presented in Irving
[25] and re-stated in (3.6).
(3.6)

where

is the updraft velocity at a specific point on the thermal range or width.

maximum thermal updraft velocity determined by the thermal identification algorithm.
thermal range and

is the center of the thermal.

is the
is the

is the radius of the thermal core.

According to Irving, this expression has no basis in theory or in experiment but it is a
useful mathematical expression for analyzing thermals and it satisfies the principle of continuity.
It suggests that the updraft velocity across the thermal is equal to zero when the current position
on the thermal range is equal to the thermal radius (i.e.
maximum at the core where

and

at

) and

is

are equal.

In their research, Ying and Zhao [8] used (3.6) to find energy-efficient trajectories for
UAVs flying through thermals. From their simulations and flight tests, they conclude that
varies with the range of the atmospheric thermal in the same manner described in Irving [25].
Applying the previously assumed input values presented in Table 3.1 into (3.6) and
assuming an altitude at 1000ft, the resulting plot of the updraft velocity distribution along the
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thermal range is shown in Figure 3.4 with the simulation code shown in Appendix III. Outside
the thermal core, it is possible to encounter a sink instead of a climb as shown in Figure 3.2. To
be able to gain altitude in this zone a coordinated choice of appropriate elevator, aileron and
airspeed is necessary. In Figure 3.4 the total thermal range is assumed to be four times the
thermal core radius

and the thermal center point

is equal to a half of the total range of the thermal

is assumed to be at the location that
.
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Figure 3.4: Updraft Velocity Distribution across the Thermal Range
To summarize, the model used in this work for the updraft velocity distribution in the
thermal is as follows. The first model [26] provides the location of the maximum updraft velocity
along the thermal altitude and the second model [27] gives the location of the maximum updraft
velocity along the thermal range.
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3.3 Glider Flight in the Thermal
Fundamental parameters of the UAV glider as it circles or flies across the atmospheric thermal it
are the Aerodynamic forces, static density of air, radius of the thermal at which the glider is
thermalling, its wing-loading and the updraft velocity component. The UAV glider two
dimensional dynamic model in the thermal vertical plane is presented in Figure 3.5. Forces
acting on the model are lift, drag, thrust and the gravitational force. The thermal updraft velocity
acts perpendicularly relative to the horizontal axis and the thrust angle relative to the UAV glider
body axis is assumed very small. The UAV glider weight component is resolved into the
horizontal and vertical components; the vertical component of weight balances the lift
component which lies on y-axis normal to flight path and the horizontal component adds to drag.
The drag force acting on the UAV glider lies on the x-axis of the flight path.
Figure 3.5 is also the UAV glider flight kinematic model in the vertical plane. Assuming
no global horizontal wind within the thermal, sideslip effects on the UAV glider are absent and
its velocity over the ground in this case is equal to the horizontal component of the airspeed. In
power-off mode thrust is equal to zero and the glider in calm air and no thermals glides
according. However, in the presence of a thermal and when the thermal updraft velocity is
greater than the glider sink rate then the glider climbs. The gliding and climbing performance
capabilities of a glider are improved by the proper use control surface commands.
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Figure 3.5: Glider Flight Path Through an Atmospheric Updraft and Velocities Kinematic Model
Applying the second Newton‟s law of motion to Figure 3.5, it can be shown that the resulting
equation of the net of all forces acting tangentially to the aircraft flight path is given by (3.7)
below.
(3.7)
The product of mass and gravitational acceleration is equal to weight. Divide

throughout (3.7)

(3.8)
In the similar manner resolve all forces acting perpendicularly to the flight path. It is assumed
that the axis system has an angular velocity

about the centre of curvature for the flight path

[25]. The acceleration associated with this angular velocity along O-y axis is defined as
and

is the time rate of change of the angle of climb as shown in (3.9).
(3.9)

Re-arrange and divide weight throughout.
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–

(3.10)

From the kinematic model point of view Figure 3.5, the flight path is described by two equations;
the altitude change

also called the rate of climb for the ascend flight or rate of sink for the

descending flight and the time rate of change of the flight range

– the ground velocity. The

equations of the two flight performance parameters are deduced from Figure 3.5 by applying
fundamental trigonometry. For the rate of climb,
(3.11)
and for the ground velocity, the time rate of change of the flight range is
(3.12)
Equations (3.8), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) provide sufficient basis to describe the UAV glider
performance in the thermal. Assuming a power-off steady flight for a glider in a thermal.
Mathematical implications of these assumptions are;

,

and

are all equal to zero.

Consequently (3.8) reduces to (3.13)

(3.13)
and (3.10) reduces to (3.14)
(3.14)

3.3.1 Optimal Climb Angle
For the glider with a parabolic polar the optimal climb angle for soaring in a thermal is the angle
a glider attains when it is flying at airspeed for minimum rate of sink. The common practice
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among glider pilots is to fly at airspeed for minimum sink rate while in an atmospheric thermal
and accelerate to the airspeed for maximum lift-to-drag ratio once the thermal lift dies. The
principle behind this rule is in the first case the glider pilot wants to stay in the thermal as long as
possible so as to gain more altitude from it and the speed for minimum sink rate ensures that.
However once the thermal is exited due to achieving a desired altitude or exceeding the height of
the thermal, that is left is ideally is calm air; in order for glider pilot to cover the farthest ground
distance per every feet of altitude loss, it is necessary to fly at the speed to maximum the lift-todrag ratio for the aircraft. The airspeed for minimum sink rate

is the same airspeed for

minimum power required developed earlier and repeated below.

(3.15)

The optimal angle of climb in a thermal can be expressed in terms of lift-drag ratio, by first
finding the lift-to-drag ratio from (3.13)and (3.14). Divide the two equations together.

(3.16)

The climb angle expression is obtained by multiplying the right hand side of (3.16) with
and solving for .
(3.17)

For the optimal climb angle, denoted
drag ratio for minimum sink rate (

, substitute the lift-to-drag ratio term with the lift-to). Consequently,

(3.18)
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3.3.2 Optimal bank angle
A glider thermalling around a parabolic thermal at a given thermalling radius does so at a bank
angle relative to its forward speed and the rate of sink. Indeed according to Irving [25] the
optimal bank angle of a glider circling around the thermal is a function of the minimum sink rate,
the radius of the thermal core (assuming the glider circles around thermal at thermal core radius)
and the forward airspeed for the minimum sink rate

and must satisfy (3.19).
(3.19)

3.3.3 Optimal Climb Rate
The optimal climb rate of the glider in thermal is found by substituting the value of optimal bank
angle

found (3.19) into (3.20).

(3.20)

In the thermal, it is assumed that the UAV glider used always flies at the optimal bank angle and
optimal climb rate. The AGM uses these values to find the thermalling-time as shown in (3.22).

3.3.4 Thermalling Flight Time
The aircraft enters the thermal at an altitude

and exits at

. The thermalling time between the

two points is deduced from the relationship of the rate of climb and altitude change. From
Aircraft Performance [31], the time for climbing from one altitude to another at a constant rate
of climb is the ratio of altitude change to the rate of climb. For a glider thermalling at a constant
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optimal climb rate, it is the ratio between altitude change and constant optimal rate of climb as
shown in (3.21).
(3.21)

At constant

and after integration, (3.21) becomes (3.22).
(3.22)

In case an aircraft enters the thermal at a certain optimal climb rate and exits it at a different
optimal climb rate, (3.21) is integrated by parts for both climb rate

and altitude

.

Assuming
(3.23)

For the example atmospheric thermal characteristics given in Table 3.1 consider a glider
entering a parabolic thermal at an altitude 325ft AGL and thermals by circling around the
thermal core before it exits at 2033ft AGL. It performs this flight at a constant minimum sink
rate airspeed of

, a constant optimal climb rate of

from (3.20) and a constant optimal bank angle of

according to (3.19). Employing

(3.19) and (3.20) the spiral flight path of the glider as it executes the optimal thermalling flight
path is presented in Figure 3.6. The total time to complete this flight path is 193.76seconds from
(3.22) and the total altitude gain is 1,707ft. The glider exits the thermal at 2,033ft and resumes its
path to the next assigned waypoint.
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The optimal turning radius of the UAV glider in an atmospheric thermal is a function of
airspeed for the minimum sink rate, gravitational acceleration and the optimal bank angle as
shown in
(3.24)
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Figure 3.6: Circling Performance of a Glider around an Atmospheric Thermal
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4 INTELLIGENT DECISION MODEL
4.1 Intelligent Decision Model Introduction

Figure 4.1: Interconnection between different UAV glider models
Given the results of the Battery Usage Model and the Altitude Gain Model from Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3 respectively, the Intelligent Decision Model compares the energy benefit and the
flight-time for the thermal path with the nominal-path. The thermal-path is the trajectory that
connects the current location to the next waypoint through a candidate atmospheric thermal
location. The nominal-path is the trajectory that connects the current location and the next
waypoint directly.
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Figure 4.1 shows the proposed interaction between different UAV glider models. The
UAV glider dynamic and weather forecast model is a collection of different parameters such as
the sensors measurements (GPS, airspeed, etc), the glider‟s design dimensions (weight,
wingspan, wing area, etc) as well as aerodynamic properties (CL, CD, etc) associated with the
glider itself, wind speed and wind direction. UAV glider dynamic and weather forecast model
outputs are directly used in the development of all models but the IDM. The role of Dubins set
path planning model and thermal identification model has been discussed previously in Chapter
1 and 2 respectively. The BUM estimates the percentage energy required of a glider and the
flight-time cost to fly any given trajectory with its prediction outputs; change in battery charge,
time of flight, and the glider final altitude. This analysis is performed to both the nominal and
thermal path.
Basing on the atmospheric thermal strength detected using the Thermal Identification
Model, the AGM estimates corresponding expected altitude gain and thermalling time. Both
altitude gain and thermalling time depend on a number of factors which include the thermal
strength and size, UAV glider dynamic parameters (such as weight and effective cross section
area) and thermalling technique.
In addition to comparing the two trajectories, The IDM allows for the flexibility of
adding a new waypoint on the UAV glider flight path at any time during flight. Every newly
added mission point will undergo the same analysis as the candidate thermal point. The IDM is
developed using of fuzzy logic concept approach.

4.2 Intelligent Decision Model Flowchart
The detailed discussion on the fuzzy logic concept is provided in Section 4.3. Figure 4.2 shows
different components of the IDM and how they are linked. The inputs to the IDM come from the
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two candidate trajectories under comparison and then outputs to the UAV glider ground operator
are the level of confidence and recommendations of each trajectory given an „a priori‟ mission
urgency classification. These inputs are converted into required crisp inputs through preprocessing step and outputs are converted from crisp outputs into corresponding
recommendations and level of confidence through post-processing step. Between the preprocessing and post-processing steps there is a fuzzy inference step that comprises of the
following components: Fuzzification, Rule-base, Inference engine and Defuzzification. The
development of the IDM follows the flowchart in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: The Intelligent Decision Model Components
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4.3 Elements of a Fuzzy Logic System
The five elements of a fuzzy logic system given in Section 3.2 are grouped into three major steps
namely; Pre-processing step, fuzzy inference (comprising of Fuzzification, Rule-base and
Inference engine and Defuzzification) and Post-processing step.

4.3.1 Fuzzification
The Fuzzification step converts input crisp data to degrees of membership using membership
functions. It does so by matching the input data with the conditions of the rules to determine how
well the condition of each rule matches that particular input instance. Inputs are mapped from
input space, which is crisp to a fuzzy membership value between 0 and 1 using membership
functions.

4.3.2 Rule-base and Inference engine
The Rule-base is a place in the fuzzy system where fuzzy rules are stored. The Rule-base and
inference engine interact while deciding what action will be executed by assigning strength to the
rules employed on fuzzy sets. All rules are combined together and then the outputs are
defuzzified.

4.3.3 Defuzzification
The defuzzification step converts the inference engine output (which is in fuzzy logic form) back
into a crisp output. There are actually various approaches to defuzzification process. This work
uses the Center of Gravity (COG) approach basing on its popularity, clarity and relevance to the
topic.
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4.4 Fuzzy Logic Background
In simple but meaningful terms Jantzen [32] defines the terms fuzzy logic as computation using
words rather than numbers and fuzzy control as controlling using sentences rather than
equations. Fuzzy logic systems are about fuzzy logic and fuzzy control.
The fuzzy logic concept was first brought to limelight in 1965 by Lotfi Zadeh, a
computer science professor at the University of California in Berkeley. His invention drew
criticism and encountered strong resistance among academic scholars of the time who believed
his work on fuzzy logic was promoting imprecision use of mathematics, which was a
contradiction to the then strongly embraced Western scientific focus on „precision‟ that has its
roots in the Aristotle well-known Laws of Thoughts [33]. Some scientists went further to try to
block the US Congress funding of Zadeh‟s Fuzzy Logic research work, suggesting it was a waste
of taxpayers‟ money.
With the challenge to recruit more believers of his new gospel of fuzzy logic, Zadeh
embarked on a journey of theory development. Five years later fuzzy logic research teams started
to emerge in Japan. Two Professors from Tokyo University; T. Terano and H. Shibata, one from
Osaka University; K. Tanaka and another K. Asai of University of Osaka Prefecture, each lead a
team of students in researching fuzzy logic theory and application.
A reader with more interest in the history of this topic that dates back even to the
Aristotle era would consider reading Fuzzy Logic – Intelligence, Control and Information [34]
and [35]. The first successful industrial application of the fuzzy logic concept was reported in
Denmark in 1976. The system was developed by a local company Blue Circle Cement and SIRA
to control a cement kiln. Eleven years later a Japanese team led by Seiji Yasunobu at Hitachi
designed the first fuzzy logic-based automatic train control system for the Sendai city subway
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system. The same year, the Japanese government committed a total budget of $5billion US dollar
for a six-year fuzzy logic engineering research program that involved 50 companies. Since then
Japan has seen a continued steady growth in fuzzy logic applications in all fields of engineering;
stronger than anywhere else in the world. MathWorks (MATLAB) and many other conventional
control design software companies have now incorporated fuzzy-logic toolbox as an add-on
component to their software packages.

4.5 Fuzzy Logic Applications
For several decades fuzzy logic concept has seen a constant increase in application in various
areas. A partial list of those areas include the following: control, decision analysis, pattern
recognition, aerospace, automobile, robotics, transportation systems, industrial systems, Reactor
control, Software engineering, medicine, geology, oil exploration, Internet and consumer
products to mention but a few. Emerging applications of fuzzy logic concept include:
Computational theory of perceptions, natural language processing, financial engineering,
biomedicine, legal reasoning and forecasting [36].
Fuzzy logic control concept has gained popularity all over the world but most especially
in Japan. To put this into perspective, 70% of all washing machines manufactured by Matsushita
Electric Industries Co. in 1990 were fuzzy logic controlled. The subway system in Sendai
employs fuzzy concept to control traffic. Four oil factories of Idemitsu Kosan Co. Ltd run on a
combination of pure fuzzy logic control and conventional control saving the company over
200million YEN and 4,000 hours each year.
Automotive manufacturers Opel and Porsche use fuzzy logic for navigation systems and
Occupant Classification System (which determines whether the car seat is occupied or not so as
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to control the airbag). Porsche, Peugeot and Hyundai use fuzzy logic in the automobile
transmission. The exhaustive list of fuzzy logic applications is long and still growing.

4.5.1 Airspace Traffic Regulation
As the popularity and the applications of UAVs, UAV gliders and other „autonomous‟ aircrafts
grow worldwide, so does the need to regulate their co-existence with manned aircrafts in both
national and international airspace [37]. UAVs are required to posses the same level of control
laws and systems integrity as the manned aircraft. To meet this need, Junichiro Sumita [38]
applied a Fuzzy Logic Control Concept to control a decision making regarding changes in flight
plan so that the UAV could meet the current need of traffic situations and to carry out that
changed plans in the same fashion as a manned aircraft.

4.5.2 UAV Autonomy
For UAVs to be completely autonomous; they have to be able to replicate the human pilot in all
aspects of the aircraft control. Active research in this area has revealed that using fuzzy logic
strategy can help achieve this desirable goal. Recent research by Wu [39] reveals that a high
degree of UAV autonomy brings about various advantages in terms of operational resources,
safety and cost. A fuzzy logic system relevant to this application should satisfy three major
criteria: observe real-time constraints, process large quantities of data and relate to large
knowledge bases.

4.6 Fuzzy Logic System Properties
What follows is a brief tutorial on the design and analysis of a generic fuzzy logic system. The
concepts illustrated are then employed throughout the development of the IDM. Conventionally,
a fuzzy system is defined as a static nonlinear mapping between a system‟s inputs and output
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[40]. It may be required in some cases such as in fuzzy controllers, and in the case of the IDM, to
add auxiliary steps; preprocessing and post-processing blocks to the integral fuzzy system. The
role of a Pre-processing step is to do any preliminary conditioning of inputs in order to obtain
inputs relevant to the fuzzy system. This may mean: rounding to integers; filtering in order to
remove noise, normalization or scaling onto a particular standard range; and differentiation or
integration of the input among others. The post processing block often contains an output gain
that can be tuned, and sometimes also an integrator [32].

4.6.1 Fuzzy Sets
Every fuzzy logic system is built on a fundamental notion of fuzzy sets. Fuzzy logic systems
development begins with the conversion of inputs into fuzzy sets each defined by a linguistic
term. Fuzzy sets‟ elements are allowed to have partial membership (an element belongs to two
different fuzzy sets but with a different degree) as opposed to traditional classical systems whose
input sets must have distinct boundaries.

4.6.2 Universe of discourse
The universe of discourse is a domain under which a crisp input or output is defined. The
universe of discourse depends on the problem given. For instance energy percentage gain of a
power system can be defined by the universe of discourse

where

and

are

the points at which the outer membership functions saturates.

4.6.3 Linguistic Variables, Linguistic Values, and Linguistic Rules
Fuzzy logic theory has a unique way of describing things. It uses words to compute and
phrases to control. The fuzzy sets are described using words; the name of the fuzzy set is known
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as a linguistic variable and an element enclosed in a fuzzy set is called linguistic value or
linguistic term [41]. Both linguistic variables and linguistic values are used to specify rules for
the rule-base. The mapping of fuzzy sets to outputs for a fuzzy system is based on a set of
condition and action rules known as linguistic rules that take a form of “IF … THEN”.
(4.1)
“IF” is an antecedent or premise or condition and is associated with the inputs. “THEN” is a
consequent or conclusion and is associated with the outputs of the fuzzy system. Linguistic rules
are represented in two standard forms: the multi-input multi-output form (MIMO) and the multiinput single-output form (MISO).
As an example; the quality of „service‟ offered by a travel agency could be described
using linguistic terms; poor, good and excellent. The word service in this example represents a
linguistic variable. It worthy to note that the number of linguistic rules increases exponentially
with an increase in the number of inputs or membership functions.

4.6.4 Fuzzy Operators
The fundamental fuzzy logic operators used in fuzzy systems are; conjunction (AND),
disjunction (OR) and negation (NOT) equivalent to the classical operators: intersection, union,
and complement respectively.

4.6.5 Membership Values and Membership Functions
A membership function

is a curve that defines how each point in the input space is mapped

to a membership value (degree of membership) between zero and one. A membership function of
a linguistic variable are designed to satisfy the following two conditions: (1) each membership
function overlaps only with the closest neighboring membership functions and (2) for any
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possible input data, its membership values in all relevant fuzzy sets should sum to one or to a
value close to one.

4.6.5.1 Types of membership functions
There exist various types of membership functions. Some of the most commonly used are
grouped into three major groups.
-

Piecewise linear functions, which include: triangular and trapezoidal member functions.

-

Gaussian distribution functions; Gaussian and generalized bell-shaped membership
functions.

-

Sigmoid curves: Sigma, Pi-curves, S-shaped, difference between two sigmoidal
membership functions and Z-shaped.

The equations describing each membership function can be found in [42] and shapes for each
mentioned membership function are presented in Figure 4.3 in the order they are mentioned
above. These shapes are generated using MATLAB R2008b available under fuzzy logic toolbox.
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Figure 4.3: Various Membership Functions Shapes (Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox)
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4.7 Implementation of the IDM
4.7.1 A UAV glider Illustration Example
Consider a UAV glider flight mission characterized by two trajectories; the NP and the TP as
shown in Figure 4.4. The NP is an optimal trajectory found using the Dubins Set path planning
algorithm previously determined between two desired waypoints. The TP is a trajectory the
glider takes in order to fly through a candidate thermal on its way to the Waypoint. This path is
generated at the moment a candidate thermal is identified by an in-flight run of the Dubins Set
path planning algorithm. Both the NP and the TP have equal initial values of the altitude
(1500ft), battery level status (80%) and starting time (0min) at the initial point.
Assume from the initial point, the UAV glider pursuing the NP glides for 9.6 minutes
from an upper altitude of 1,500ft to a pre-set lower bound altitude of 200ft. The glider then
begins climbing from this altitude to present altitude of 800 ft. However, for the NP 10% battery
is used during the climb reducing the battery charge status to 70% and the time of time flighttime is 13 minutes.
Next, consider the UAV glider pursuing the Thermal Path starts at the initial point and
glides down to a candidate thermal point at 500ft but not yet achieving the present lower bound
altitude of 200ft. It then circles around the thermal for 10 minutes until a 3,000ft altitude is
achieved. The UAV glider then glides down to meet the Waypoint at 2,000ft. The total flight
time of the TP at the Waypoint is 25 minutes (including considerations of the time circling in the
thermal) and the battery energy level is the same as that at the origin since the glider did not turn
on the motor for the entire TP flight.
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Figure 4.4: Nominal and Thermal Paths of the UAV Glider Flight Mission.
The Intelligence Decision Model compares the end condition properties for the NP to that of the
TP basing on the criticality of the mission as determined by the end user; from the soldier in the
field to the forest fire fighter to the remote sensing imaging scientist. The output from the model
is flight trajectory found to be energy-efficient and the percentage of certainty associated with
the chosen path.
Note that the end condition altitude for the NP is different from that of the TP in the
current example. To make a better comparison there is a need to normalize the end condition
altitude to an altitude that is common to both the TP and the NP. Since it is faster to climb up
than it is to glide down, assume the common altitude to be the final TP altitude (2,000ft). In
order for the NP to be at this altitude, the glider climbs 1,200ft more above its current location at
the Waypoint (The UAV glider does not actually make this climb it is only used in the IDM).
Suppose 25% of the battery energy capacity and 6.8 minutes are required for the climb but now
both trajectories have the UAV glider at the Waypoint at the same altitude. The resulting battery
energy level percentage and flight time for the NP at 2000ft are 45% (difference between the NP
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battery energy level at 800ft and the power required for the NP to achieve 2000ft) and 19.8
minutes respectively.
Actual

Nomalized

TP

NP

TP

NP

Altitude (ft)

2000

800

2000

2000

Battery (%)

80

70

80

45

Flight-Time (min)

30

13

30

19.6

Table 4.1: Comparison of Actual and Nomalized paths

For the case of open-time mission, the IDM compares the NP and TP based primarily
only on their battery energy level such a mission might be a very long duration. Wildfire
surveillance mission - where mission waypoints are less critical. The energy-efficient trajectory
in this example for the open-time mission criteria would likely be the TP since its battery energy
level is greater than that for the NP.
On the contrary, a mission-critical criterion calls for the IDM to compare the NP and the
TP battery energy levels and flight-times at the end condition. The problem under investigation
is further simplified by letting the two inputs to the IDM be the difference in battery energy
levels called Energy benefit and denoted
TP flight times denoted

as shown in (4.2) and the ratio of the NP and the

as shown in (4.3)
(4.2)

where

and

are the waypoint battery energy level for the TP and the NP respectively and
(4.3)
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where

and

flight-times for the TP and the NP to the waypoint, respectively.

The mission criterion (open-time mission to mission critical) is specified by the user
setting the

percentage allowed for a particular mission. For instance, in this example the glider

operator specifies the mission nature as mission-critical and time ratio between the NP and TP is
defined as greater than or equal to 50% (i.e.

). In this case IDM compares the NP to the

thermal paths whose flight-times are less than or equal to twice the NP flight-time, otherwise the
IDM considers the TPs that violates this condition as not flyable and as a result it ignores them.
Substituting the nomalized flight-time data, for both the NP and the TP at the waypoint into (4.2)
and (4.3)

and

from the example in Figure 4.1 are found to be 66% and 35% respectively.

The universe of discourse for each of the two fuzzy sets is defined at [0%, 100%].
Each fuzzy set is divided into five fuzzy subsets and each fuzzy subset is defined by a linguistic
name and a linguistic range as shown in Table 4.2. The classification of fuzzy subsets is based on
the experience and expertise knowledge of how the system works. A glider climbing at a
minimum rate of sink airspeed and optimal climb angle in calm air requires about 15% of the
battery capacity for the DG-600 scale glider to climb from 200ft to 1000ft. The Energy Benefit
in the range of 0% and 20% is considered „Smaller‟ and leads to a „No-fly‟ decision if it is linked
with a Time Ratio defined between 50% and 60%. This process is called Fuzzification. After
this step, the inference engine links fuzzy subsets from one fuzzy set to fuzzy subsets of the other
fuzzy set using fuzzy rules drawn from the rule base.
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Fuzzy Set: Energy Benefit

Fuzzy Set: Time Ratio

Universe of discourse: [0%, 100%]

Universe of discourse: [0%, 100%]

Smaller

0% - 20%

Bad

50% - 60%

Small

0% - 40%

Fair

50% - 70%

Average

20% - 60%

Good

60% - 80%

High

40% - 80%

Very Good

70% - 90%

Higher

60% - 100%

Excellent

80% - 100%

Table 4.2: UAV glider Fuzzy Subsets for the IDM

Each set of linked fuzzy subsets is expected to produce an output known as the consequent or
conclusion. For instance in the above case;
“if Energy Benefit is Smaller and the Time Ratio is Bad then Level of Confidence is No-fly” .
There is only one consequent (Level of Confidence) and 25 fuzzy rules associated with
the problem given. The Level of Confidence is divided in to six fuzzy subsets as given in Table
4.3.
Output Fuzzy Set: Level of Confidence
Universe of discourse: [0%, 100%]
Fuzzy subset
No-fly

0% – 50%

Minor

40% - 60%

Moderate

50% - 70%

High

60% - 80%

Significant

70% - 90%

Very – Significant

80% - 100%

Table 4.3: Fuzzy Consequents for the Given Problem
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Notice that the output of the inference engine is a fuzzy set encompassing a range of
output values. However, a single output crisp value is desired for each set of input variables.
Fuzzy sets are converted back into the crisp output by defuzzification.
The Matlab fuzzy logic toolbox is used to develop The IDM that performs all of the
processes involved. The mapping of fuzzy sets into degree of membership is given in Figure 4.5.
The level of confidence for the current example, obtained after defuzzification is 26.3% which is
associated with “No Energy Benefit - Do Not fly the Thermal-Path” recommendation.
 Ef Membership Function Plot
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1.2
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1
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delta-Ef
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Time ratio Membership Function Plot
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1
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Figure 4.5: Mapping Fuzzy Sets into Membership Functions
Figure 4.6 shows the major components of the IDM. Inputs to the model are fuzzified after
which the inference engine applies a total of 25 rules to the inputs. The output from the inference
engine is defuzzified and a relevant recommendation is drawn.
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Figure 4.6: The IDM Inputs, Inference engine and Outputs

Assume another case where both the NP and the TP are at the same altitude at the way point
shown in Figure 4.4,

and flight time

. The NP is assumed at

different values of energy benefit and time ratio as presented in Table 4.4.

LC

Recommendation

10

20

80

80

80

Significant Energy Benefit - Fly the TP

20

18

70

72

67.621

Moderate Energy Benefit-Can fly the TP

30

16

60

64

54.194

Minor Energy Benefit - May fly the TP

40

19

50

76

60.636

Moderate Energy Benefit-Can fly the TP

50

17

40

68

36.207

No Energy Benefit - Do Not fly the TP

60

22

30

88

62.379

Moderate Energy Benefit-Can fly the TP

70

23

20

92

60.000

Moderate Energy Benefit-Can fly the TP

80

14

10

56

23.114

No Energy Benefit - Do Not fly the TP

90

15

0

60

0

Do not fly the TP

Table 4.4: Nominal Path for Different ∆Ef and tf Values
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A Flight Mission Plan (FMP) comprising of a Waypoint (WP) and an Initial Point (IP) is set for
a UAV glider flying across the Rochester Institute of Technology campus as shown in
Figure 5.1. The objective of the mission is to routinely carry out surveillance at the WP and fly
back to the IP. This flight routine is repeated until the UAV glider runs out of the battery power.
In order to extend the flight time, a forward looking infrared red camera on board the UAV
glider continuously takes images of hot spots and through TIA infrared images are analyzed for
candidate thermals.
Four different candidate atmospheric thermals (TPI, TPII, TPIII and TPIV) of different
strength, size, altitude range and longitude / latitude location are identified on this FMP as shown
in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The UAV Glider Flight Mission Plan
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The Geographical latitude and longitude coordinates for the IP, WP and each of the TP
are obtained from locating the points on Google Earth and are given in Table 5.1. Each flame of
fire represents a thermal of strength equal to 4 ft/sec. Consequently, the first thermal point (TPI)
has strength of 16ft/sec, TPII, TPIII and TPIV strengths are 4ft/sec, 16ft/sec and 8ft/sec
respectively. The corresponding assumed values for the thermal core width, bottom altitude and
top altitude for each thermal are given in Table 5.2.
Longitude (deg)

Latitude (deg)

IP

-77.686694

43.078931

WP

-77.657303

43.090883

TPI

-77.670467

43.076765

TPII

-77.676645

43.090339

TPIII

-77.671606

43.084786

TPIV

-77.686900

43.079539

Table 5.1: Coordinates and Bearing Angles for IP, WP and each TP

Candidate

Thermal strength

Thermal core

Bottom altitude

Top altitude

thermal

Vtmax (ft/sec)

width Rt (ft)

Hbottom (ft)

Htop (ft)

TPI

12

200

170

2800

TPII

4

200

180

1800

TPII

16

480

150

4000

TPIV

8

450

210

3000

Table 5.2: Properties of each Candidate Thermal
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From the IP, four trajectories are drawn each linking the IP to the WP through the TP.
The first trajectory links IP to WP through TPI and is called IP - TPI - WP trajectory. Other
trajectories that connect IP to WP through TPII, TPIII and TPIV are abbreviated as IP - TPII - WP
trajectory, IP - TPIII - WP trajectory and IP - TPIV - WP trajectory respectively.
The bearing angle of the IP is assumed to be 70 degrees and the desired bearing angle at
the WP is assumed 250 degrees. The initial bearing angle at each TP is dictated by the WP
bearing angle. A straight line is drawn connecting the TP with the IP and another connecting TP
with the WP. The bearing angle at the TP is the angle between that line and the vertical line that
runs straight through the North Pole measured clockwise. The bearing angles for each thermal
point are given in Table 5.3 where

is the initial bearing angle and

is the final bearing angle

measured in degrees.
Thermal Point

(deg)

(deg)

TPI

140

50

TPII

110

100

TPIII

70

70

TPIV

80

60

Table 5.3: List of Assumed Bearing Angles at the IP, TPs and WP

Basing on the data so far known about the IP, WP and thermals, the Dubins set algorithm
developed in [18] calculates for the shortest distance between each set of two points of the FMP
and plots the resulting optimal trajectory on latitude versus longitude plot. Figure 5.2 is the
Dubins Set optimal trajectory for the Nominal Path. Thermal trajectories are unwrapped and
compared to the Nominal Path. The unwrapped Dubins optimal trajectory allows for the
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calculation of battery usage along the path. It shows where the glider is climbing and where the
motor is turned-off during flight of different trajectories. Between the candidate TP and the WP
and between the candidate TP and the IP it is assumed that the glider is flying at the maximum
lift-to-drag ratio airspeed which is equal to 35.2 ft/sec according to (2.39). At this airspeed, the
glider is able to cover the longest ground distance for every feet of altitude climbed. Within the
thermal a glider seeks to gain as much altitude gain as possible from the thermal. This is
achieved by thermalling a thermal at an airspeed that minimizes the rate of sink of the aircraft as
shown in (2.45). For this example, the minimum sink rate airspeed is 26.8 ft/sec.
Employing the BUM, the time to fly each optimal trajectory and the power required are
calculated. Flight-time for each trajectory is found from dividing the rate of climb at maximum
lift-to-drag with the distance of the ground distance between two points of the trajectory under
consideration. The power required for each trajectory is the product of current and voltage drawn
by the motor of the aircraft flying at the maximum lift-to-drag airspeed. This is power required is
then expressed in the percentage of the full-battery power available. The current battery power
available status is found from taking the difference between the power available in the battery
and the power required for the trajectory. Table 5.6 shows the results of the total flight-time and
current battery status at the WP for each trajectory. Each Dubins Set trajectory is plot alongside
its corresponding unwrapped version as shown figures from Figure 5.3 through Figure 5.7.
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Dubins Nominal-Path
Initial Point
Waypoint

43.095

Latitude (deg)

43.09

43.085

43.08

43.075
-77.685

-77.68

-77.675

-77.67

-77.665

-77.66

Longitude (deg)

Figure 5.2: Dubins Set Optimal Path for the IP – WP

The AGM is used to estimate the altitude gain and the thermalling flight-time for each
candidate thermal. Altitude gain is estimated using equations developed in Chapter 3 and
thermalling time is found from dividing the total altitude gain by the minimum rate of sink.
The altitude at which the glider enters and that at which it leaves a candidate thermal depend on
the thermal range, its thermal bottom and top altitudes and the mission objectives. If the mission
is time critical and flight time in thermal is required to be minimized, then less time will be
spend in the thermal and the glider will exit the thermal earlier before than in the case where
there is no time restriction is imposed. The altitude gain from the candidate thermal is the
difference between

and

.

Since the glider is assumed to soar the thermal around the thermal core, it is necessary to
know the updraft velocity at the thermal core radius. Given the maximum updraft of an
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atmospheric thermal (Vtmax) and the range of its core (Rt) for a parabolic thermal considered in
this thesis, the updraft velocity at the thermal core Vtcore can be found using the approximation
shown in (5.1)
(5.1)
The constant

is a theoretical approximation of the ratio between the maximum updraft

velocity and the updraft velocity at the thermal core. For all cases analyzed in this research
found to be equal to

is

. A thermal of maximum updraft velocity equal to 6ft/sec for

instance has an updraft velocity of 3.505ft/sec. This is true whether the thermal is wide or
narrow. The only difference is that Vtcore value is achieved at a high Rt value for wide thermals
and at a low Rt value for narrow thermals.
The Example given in Table 5.4 shows different cases where the maximum updraft
velocity is kept constant and evaluated at three different thermal core ranges. It can be seen that
the values of Vtcore obtained from running the AGM simulation are equal to the values of Vtcore
obtained using (5.1)
Vtmax (ft/sec)

Rt (ft)

Vtcore (ft/sec)

V tcore using

200
6

350

3.505

3.50475

5.257

5.25713

500
200
9

350
500

Table 5.4: Vt_max for two Thermals each Evaluated at Different Rt Value
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In each case the range of the entire thermal is considered to be four times the thermal
core range and the minimum updraft velocity is 1 ft/sec. The updraft velocity at the core radius
of the thermal, thermalling climb rate and bank angle values are shown in Table 5.5. The climb
rate in thermal is calculated from (3.20) and the bank angle is found from (3.19).
Thermal

Vt_core

Optimal bank angle (deg)

Optimal Rate of climb (ft/sec)

TPI

7.0095

22.2

0.554

TPII

2.3365

17.2

0.342

TPIII

9.346

15.7

4.734

TPIV

4.673

13.7

1.843

Table 5.5: Airspeed, Climb Rate and Bank Angle Values for Thermalling

Now that the current battery charge level, flight-time and final altitude of each trajectory
is known at the WP, the IDM is then invoked to compare each trajectory against the Dubins set
optimal Nominal Path (IP - WP). The two parameters under comparison at the WP are the total
flight-time and the battery charge level status as a function of the fully charged battery capacity.
In order for this comparison to be valid, the two trajectories (Thermal-Path and Nominal-Path
trajectories) have to be at the same altitude. Typically, at the WP the Thermal-Path is at a higher
altitude than the Nominal-Path, that is if the candidate thermal detected is found to be genuine.
Consequently, the Nominal-Path altitude is normalized to the Thermal-Path altitude, by
assuming another trajectory that starts from the Nominal-Path location at the WP and ends at an
altitude equal to the Thermal-Path altitude. This path is characterized by a climb throughout and
in this case the upper and lower bounds set previously as 1,000 feet and 200 feet respectively are
ignored. The power required to perform the Normalization-Path is added to the power required
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for the Nominal-Path and the resulting power is the total power required for the Nominal-Path at
the same altitude as the Thermal-Path and the total flight-time for the Nominal Path is also the
algebraic sum of the flight-time for Nominal-Path at the WP and that for the Normalization-Path.
Trajectory

tIP-TP

tThermal

tTP-WP

tTot

PRIP-TP

PRTP-WP

Ecurrent

(min)

(min)

(min)

(min)

(%)

(%)

(%)

IP – TPI - WP

2.451

7.517

3.109

13.078

12.407

0

87.593

IP – TPII - WP

2.509

34.188

2.744

39.440

12.407

0

87.593

IP – TPIII - WP

2.444

8.250

2.285

12.978

12.407

0

87.593

IP – TPIV - WP

5.420

17.712

23.132

24.282

12.407

0

87.593

Table 5.6: Flight-Time and Percentage Power Required for each FPM Trajectory

Inputs to the IDM are the Energy-benefit found using (4.2) and the flight-time ratio from (4.3) as
explained in Chapter 4. For each Thermal-Path compared to Nominal-Path, the values of ∆Ef and
tf are shown in Table 5.7. Note that the power available at the end of the WP for each trajectory
is the same; this is because the battery power is only used during climb and for all the FPM
trajectories analyzed only one climb from 200ft to 1000ft AGL is required.
The two inputs to the IDM are ∆Ef and tf. Each input is divided into a number of fuzzy
sets where ∆Ef is divided into five fuzzy sets and tf is divided into 5 fuzzy sets. From observing
Table 5.7, about 13% of the battery charge is used for climbing from the lower bound altitude to
the upper bound one. Energy-benefit from the Thermal-Path smaller than 13% is considered
small enough to be ignored. The interval of each ∆Ef fuzzy set is set at 20% and the tf fuzzy sets
are set at the interval of 10% as shown in Table 5.8.
Since the FMP flight-time depends on the criticality of the mission; FMP is thus first
analyzed at mission critical condition and then later is analyzed for mission time-free. The
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mission critical criterion requires that the total flight-time of the Thermal-Path does not exceed
twice the flight-time for the Nominal-Path. On the other hand mission time-free requires that the
Thermal-Path flight-time does not exceed 10 times the Nominal-Path flight-time. The output
from the IDM is in the form of the Level of confidence and Recommendations and is divided
into six fuzzy sets according to Table 5.8. Figure 5.3 through Figure 5.15 represent the mission
critical flight-time criterion for the four thermal trajectories. The number of membership
functions for the two inputs and one output of the IDM are shown in Figure 5.9 through Figure
5.11 and Figure 5.13 is the general three dimensional presentation of the IDM control area. By
making the mission less critical, the control area is increased.

Trajectory

ENP (%)

ETP (%)

∆Ef (%)

tNP (mins)

tTP (mins)

tf (%)

IP – TPI - WP

66.675

87.593

20.918

6.339

13.078

48.470

IP – TPII - WP

77.497

87.593

10.095

5.505

39.440

13.958

IP – TPIII - WP

51.253

87.593

36.339

7.527

12.978

57.992

IP – TPIV - WP

59.967

87.593

27.626

6.855

24.282

28.233

Table 5.7: Energy-Benefit and Flight-Time Ratio Values for each Trajectory
Input - ∆Ef

Input - tf

Output - LoC

Fuzzy sets

Range [0 100]

Fuzzy sets

Range [0 100]

Fuzzy sets

Range [0 5]

Good

50 – 70

Smaller

0 – 20

0 star

0 – 1.5

Very Good

60 – 80

Small

0 – 40

1 star

0.5 – 2.5

Very Very Good

70 – 90

Average

20 – 60

2 star

1.5 – 3.5

Excellent

80 – 100

High

40 – 80

3 star

2.5 – 4.5

Perfect

90 – 100

Higher

60 – 100

4 star

3.5 – 5

5 star

4.5 – 5

Table 5.8: Inputs and Output Fuzzy Sets
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Initial Point
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-77.665

-77.66

Longitude (deg)

Figure 5.3: Dubins Set Optimal Nominal-Path and IP – TPI – WP Trajectory
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Therml-Path 1st climb
Thermal-Path 1st glide
Thermal-Path thermalling
Thermal-Path final glide
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Nominal-Path endpoint
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Figure 5.4: Unwrapped Dubins Set Optimal Nominal-Path and IP – TPI – WP Trajectory
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Figure 5.5: Dubins Set Optimal Nominal-Path and IP – TPII – WP Trajectory
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Figure 5.6: Unwrapped Dubins Set Optimal Nominal-Path and IP – TPII – WP Trajectory
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Figure 5.7: Dubins Set Optimal Nominal-Path and IP – TPIII – WP Trajectory
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Figure 5.8: Unwrapped Dubins Set Optimal Nominal-Path and IP – TPIII – WP Trajectory
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Figure 5.9: Input – tf Fuzzy Sets Membership Functions
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Figure 5.10: Input – ∆Ef Fuzzy Sets Membership Functions
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Figure 5.11: Output – LoC Fuzzy Sets Membership Functions
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Figure 5.12: System Intelligent Model of the IDM
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Figure 5.13: The IDM General 3D Control Surface Plot
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Figure 5.14: Dubins Set Optimal Nominal-Path and IP – TPIV – WP Trajectory
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Figure 5.15: Unwrapped Dubins Set Optimal Nominal-Path and IP – TPIV – WP Trajectory
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On the Dubins Set optimal trajectories some of the trajectory turns are not visible that is
because of the small minimum turning radius of 200 feet used in this case study. Magnifying the
portions at the start and the end of the trajectory, the reader is able to see how the path starts and
ends with a turn as stipulated in [17]. Shown in Figure 5.16 are the magnified portions of the
combined IP – TPII – WP and IP – WP trajectories. For the thermal path, the trajectory starts at
the IP and turns Left, then takes a Straight line before making Right turn towards the TPII (LSR).
From the TPII towards the WP; the trajectory makes Left, Straight-line and Right turns (LSR).
These turns are decided using the Shkel and Lumelsky optimal trajectory look-up given in Table
2.1.

Figure 5.16: Magnified Portions of the Unwrapped IP – TPII – WP and IP – WP Trajectories
The output level of confidence and recommendation for each of the trajectory analyzed is
given in Table 5.9
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Trajectory

Score

Level of confidence

Recommendation

IP – TPI - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal-Path

IP – TPII - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal-Path

IP – TPIII - WP

2.197

1 star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

IP – TPIV - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal-Path

Table 5.9: Level of Confidence and Recommendation Outputs from the IDM

Consider a situation where flight-time is allowed to be free (mission time-free). The
number of flight-time ratio decreases to tf < 10%. Meaning that only Thermal-Paths with flighttime equal or less than 10 times the Nominal-Path are permissible. In this case the number of the
input tf fuzzy sets increases to ten as shown in Table 5.10. The number of fuzzy sets for the ∆Ef
input and LoC output remain unchanged; five and six respectively. However, the total number of
fuzzy logic rules the inference engine applies on the fuzzy sets increases to 50. Figure 5.17
shows the fuzzy sets membership functions for the mission time-free. The general IDM three
dimensional control surface given in Figure 5.18 shows a significant increase in the always-fly
zone and decrease in the No-fly zone.
Input - tf Fuzzy sets

Range [0 100]

Input - tf Fuzzy sets

Range [0 100]

Extremely Bad

0 – 20

Good

50 – 70

Very Very Bad

10 – 30

Very Good

60 – 80

Very Bad

20– 40

Very Very Good

70 – 90

Bad

30 – 50

Excellent

80 – 100

Fair

40 – 60

Perfect

90 – 100

Table 5.10: tf Fuzzy Sets for Mission Time-Free
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Figure 5.17: System Intelligent Model of the IDM
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Figure 5.18: The General IDM 3D Control Surface Plot
These new tf fuzzy sets for mission time-free together with the ∆Ef and LoC fuzzy sets are used
into the IDM to draft new recommendations based on the flight-time criterion specified.
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Trajectory

Score

Level of confidence

Recommendation

IP – TPI - WP

4.115

3 star

Good Idea to fly the Thermal-Path

IP – TPII - WP

1.070

1 star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

IP – TPIII - WP

4.534

4 star

Very good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

IP – TPIV - WP

3.833

3 star

Good Idea to fly the Thermal-Path

Table 5.11: Level of Confidence and Recommendations for Mission Time-Free

Compare the results obtained in Table 5.9 to those obtained in Table 5.11. Clearly by
lowering the flight-time ratio to mission time-free all the candidate thermals identified on the
FMP can be considered for thermalling. For instance TPI gives a zero level of confidence for
mission critical meaning that the Thermal–Path trajectory flight-time is greater than twice the
Nominal-Path flight-time. In mission time-free however, this thermal points scores highly with a
level of confidence soaring to 3star.
There are other four cases that are analyzed in this thesis. The first case (Case-I) is where
each of the above candidate thermals is assumed to posses the thermal properties of the candidate
thermal TPI. In other words, in their respective geometric locations; TPII, TPIII and TPIV are all
equal to TPI in strength, size, bottom and top altitudes. This case aims at investigating the effects
of the TP location on the IDM outputs. Similarly case two (Case-II) requires all candidate
thermals to posses the same properties as the TPII. Case-III and Case-IV represent the TPIII and
TPIV respectively. The unwrapped Dubins trajectories for Case-I through Case-IV are shown in
Figure 5.19 through Figure 5.34. The level of confidence and recommendation from the IDM for
mission critical flight-time criterion are presented in Table 5.2. Table 5.3 is the level of
confidence and recommendation from the IDM for mission time-free flight-time criterion.
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Figure 5.19: The Unwrapped IP – TPI – WP Trajectory for Case - I

Figure 5.20: The Unwrapped IP – TPII – WP Trajectory for Case - I
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Figure 5.21: The Unwrapped IP – TPIII – WP Trajectory for Case – I

Figure 5.22: The Unwrapped IP – TPIV – WP Trajectory for Case - I
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Figure 5.23: The Unwrapped IP – TPI – WP Trajectory for Case – II

Figure 5.24: The Unwrapped IP – TPII – WP Trajectory for Case - II
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Figure 5.25: The Unwrapped IP – TPIII – WP Trajectory for Case - II

Figure 5.26: The Unwrapped IP – TPIV – WP Trajectory for Case - II
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Figure 5.27: The Unwrapped IP – TPI – WP Trajectory for Case – III

Figure 5.28: The Unwrapped IP – TPII – WP Trajectory for Case - III
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Figure 5.29: The Unwrapped IP – TPIII – WP Trajectory for Case – III

Figure 5.30: The Unwrapped IP – TPIV – WP Trajectory for Case – III
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Figure 5.31: The Unwrapped IP – TPI – WP Trajectory for Case - IV
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Figure 5.32: The Unwrapped IP – TPII – WP Trajectory for Case - IV
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Figure 5.33: The Unwrapped IP – TPIII – WP Trajectory for Case - IV
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Figure 5.34: The Unwrapped IP – TPIV – WP Trajectory for Case - IV
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Case study

Thermal Point

Score

LoC

Recommendation

Case-I

IP - TPI - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal - Path

Vtmax = 12 ft/sec

IP - TPII - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal - Path

Rt = 200 ft

IP - TPIII - WP

0.997

1 Star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

IP - TPIV - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal - Path

Case-II

IP - TPI - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal - Path

Vtmax = 4 ft/sec

IP - TPII - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal - Path

Rt = 200 ft

IP - TPIII - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal - Path

IP - TPIV - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal - Path

Case-III

IP - TPI - WP

1.712

1 Star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

Vtmax = 16 ft/sec

IP - TPII - WP

1.856

1 Star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

Rt = 480 ft

IP - TPIII - WP

2.197

1 Star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

IP - TPIV - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal - Path

Case-IV

IP - TPI - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal-Path

Vtmax = 8 ft/sec

IP - TPII - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal-Path

Rt = 450 ft

IP - TPIII - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal-Path

IP - TPIV - WP

0

0 star

Do not fly the Thermal-Path

Table 5.12: The Level of Confidence and Recommendation for Case-I, Case-II, Case-III and
Case-IV for Mission Critical
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Case study

Thermal Point

Score

LoC

Recommendation

Case-I

IP - TPI - WP

4.115

3 Star

Good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

Vtmax = 12 ft/sec

IP - TPII - WP

4.310

3 Star

Good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

Rt = 200 ft

IP - TPIII - WP

4.345

3 Star

Good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

IP - TPIV - WP

3.644

3 Star

Good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

Case-II

IP - TPI - WP

1.054

1 Star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

Vtmax = 4 ft/sec

IP - TPII - WP

1.070

1 Star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

Rt = 200 ft

IP - TPIII - WP

1.072

1 Star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

IP - TPIV - WP

0.646

1 Star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

Case-III

IP - TPI - WP

4.457

3 Star

Good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

Vtmax = 16 ft/sec

IP - TPII - WP

4.448

3 Star

Good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

Rt = 480 ft

IP - TPIII - WP

4.534

4 Star

Very good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

IP - TPIV - WP

4.272

3 Star

Good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

Case-IV

IP - TPI - WP

4.115

3 Star

Good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

Vtmax = 8 ft/sec

IP - TPII - WP

1.070

1 Star

Doubt to fly the Thermal-Path

Rt = 450 ft

IP - TPIII - WP

4.534

4 Star

Very good idea to fly the Thermal-Path

IP - TPIV - WP

2.677

2 Star

It‟s ok. to fly the Thermal-Path

Table 5.13: The Level of Confidence and Recommendation for Case-I, Case-II, Case-III and
Case-IV for Mission Time-Free.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
This research work led to the development of three models; the Battery Usage Model (BUM), the
Altitude Gain Model (AGM) and the Intelligent Decision Model (IDM) to be used on a UAV
glider optimal path planning platform. The shortest distance between the initial point and the
waypoint and between any other two points was found using the Dubins set optimal path
algorithm developed in (18) and thermal properties that are inputs to the AGM were assumed.
The energy cost and flight-time associated with flying the Dubins set optimal path for
both the Nominal-path and the Thermal-path were calculated using the BUM. The altitude gain
from an identified candidate thermal and the thermalling time were obtained using the AGM.
Through the IDM; the battery level status, current altitude and total flight-time values at the
waypoint for a Nominal-path are compared to those of a Thermal-path and the most energyefficient between the two was considered for flight.
It is found in this research work that the decision to fly the thermal-path depends on the
mission type; mission critical versus mission time-free, altitude gain from a candidate thermal;
high altitude gain versus low altitude gain and the energy cost associated with the path. For
mission critical (Thermal-path flight-time is less than or equal to twice the Nominal-Path flighttime) only one candidate thermal among the identified four passed the condition. For the mission
time-free (Thermal-path flight-time is less than or equal to ten times the Nominal-Path flighttime) all the four candidate thermals passed the condition but each with a different level of
confidence associated with it.
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The results presented in this thesis serve as preliminary work for the aerospace senior
design teams at Rochester Institute of Technology pursing research in the areas of atmospheric
thermal detection using infrared imagery and optimal path planning for gliders and UAVs.

6.2 Future Work
The three models developed in this work are based on the theory of aircraft performance,
atmospheric thermal models and fuzzy logic notion. Future related work involves
implementation of the BUM, the AGM and the IDM together with the Thermal Identification
Algorithm on the UAV glider. Inputs to the AGM are assumed values thus it is necessary to
engage the Imaging Science Department in the development of the thermal identification
algorithm that extracts from an infrared image meaningful thermal properties required for the
AGM inputs. The time line for this research work did not allow the development of the BUM
that incorporates the effects of wind speed and direction on the FMP battery usage. Modifying
the BUM so as to include these effects is left open to future investigation.
Establishment of an infrared camera fixed location on the DG-600 scale glider is another
area that requires future work. The glider is assumed to be flying at a steady airspeed throughout
the FMP and the parabolic thermal model used does not take in consideration the changes in
updraft velocity and radius with time. Atmospheric thermals are affected by wind; they drift and
change shape in the presence of wind. However, in real world experience, the aircraft accelerates
from one airspeed to another and the atmospheric thermal model changes shape with time. The
BUM based on the dynamic model of the aircraft and the AGM based on the dynamic model of
the atmospheric thermal are open areas for future research.
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Appendix I
Shkel and Lumelsky Switching Functions
1
2
3

–

4

–

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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Appendix II
Matlab m-file for updraft velocity distribution along the thermal altitude
% Updraft Velocity distribution along thermal altitude
%**************************************************************************
Vtmin=1; Vtmax=16; Hmin=170; Hmax=2500; Hinitial=300; Hfinal=2400; Rt = 350;
Hlow = Hmin + (1/5)*(Hmax - Hmin);
%( 3.4)
Hupp = Hmin + (2/5)*(Hmax - Hmin);
%( 3.5)
Alt_1 = (Hmin:50:Hlow); %Defines lower and upper boundary for Lower region
for z = 1:length(Alt_1);
Vt_max_1(z)=((Vtmin - Vtmax)*(Alt_1(z)^2)/(Hmin-Hlow)^2)-((2*Hlow*...
(Vtmin - Vtmax)*Alt_1(z))/(Hmin - Hlow)^2)+ Vtmax -(Hlow^2*...
(Vtmax - Vtmin)/(Hmin - Hlow)^2);
%(3.1)
end
Alt_2 = (Hlow:100:Hupp); %Defines lower and upper boundary for Middle region
for z = 1:length(Alt_2);
Vt_max_2(z) = Vtmax;
%(3.2)
end
Alt_3 = (Hupp:100:Hmax); %Defines lower and upper boundary for Upper region
for z = 1:length(Alt_3);
Vt_max_3(z)=((Vtmin - Vtmax)*(Alt_3(z)^2)/(Hmax-Hupp)^2)-((2*Hupp*...
(Vtmin - Vtmax)*Alt_3(z))/(Hmax-Hupp)^2)+ Vtmax -(Hupp^2*...
(Vtmax - Vtmin)/(Hmax-Hupp)^2);
%(3.3)
end
figure();
plot (Vt_max_1,Alt_1,'k-','LineWidth',2); hold on;
plot (Vt_max_2,Alt_2,'k-*','LineWidth',2); hold on;
plot (Vt_max_3,Alt_3,'k--','LineWidth',2);
xlabel('Vt (ft/sec)','Fontsize',12,'Fontname','times','FontAngle','italic');
ylabel('Z (ft)','Fontsize',12,'Fontname','times','FontAngle','italic');
legend ('Lower-Region','Middle-Region','Upper-Region','Location','NorthEast') line([1 16],[636
636],'LineWidth',2,'Color','black','LineStyle','-.');
line([1 16],[1102 1102],'LineWidth',2,'Color','black','LineStyle','-.');
text(2,900,'Region of maximum updraft velocity','Fontsize',12,'Fontname',...
'times','FontAngle','italic');
axis square;
%Creates a square size for the current axis box
axis ([0 17 0 2750]);
%Specifies the x and y – axis limits
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Appendix III
Matlab m-file for updraft velocity distribution along the thermal range
% Updraft Velocity distribution along thermal range
%**************************************************************************
Vtmin=1; Vtmax=16; Hmin=170; Hmax=2500; Hinitial=300; Hfinal=2400; Rt =350;
Sf = 4*Rt;
% Estimated Overall range of the thermal(ft)
Hlow = Hmin + (1/5)*(Hmax - Hmin);
%( 3.4)
Hupp = Hmin + (2/5)*(Hmax - Hmin);
%( 3.5)
Z = Hinitial; %Assumed altitude at which the UAV GLIDER enters the thermal (ft)
S = (0:1:Sf);
%Specific location on the thermal range (ft)
if Z < Hmin;
%Updraft velocity below Hmin altitude (ft)
Vt_max = 0;
elseif Hmin <= Z <= Hlow;
Vt_max = ((Vtmin - Vtmax)*(Z^2)/(Hmin-Hlow)^2)-((2*Hlow*(Vtmin -...
Vtmax)*Z)/(Hmin - Hlow)^2)+ Vtmax -(Hlow^2*(Vtmax - Vtmin)/...
(Hmin - Hlow)^2);
for s = 1:length(S);
% The length or size of the thermal range
Vt(s)=Vtmax*exp(-((((S(s)-S0)/Rt)^2)))*(1-(((S(s)-S0)/Rt)^2)); % (3.7)
end
elseif Hlow <= Z <= Hupp;
Vt_max= Vtmax;
for s = 1:length(S);
Vt(s)=Vtmax*exp(-((((S(s)-S0)/Rt)^2)))*(1-(((S(s)-S0)/Rt)^2)); % (3.7)
end
else
Vt_max = ((Vtmin - Vtmax)*(Z^2)/(Hmax-Hupp)^2)-((2*Hupp*(Vtmin -...
Vtmax)*Z)/(Hmax-Hupp)^2)+ Vtmax -(Hupp^2*(Vtmax - Vtmin)/...
(Hmax-Hupp)^2);
%***********************************
for s = 1:length(S);
Vt(s)=Vtmax*exp(-((((S(s)-S0)/Rt)^2)))*(1-(((S(s)-S0)/Rt)^2)); % (3.7)
end
end
figure();
plot(S,Vt,'k-','LineWidth',2);
xlabel('S (ft)','Fontsize',12,'Fontname','times','Fontangle','italic');
ylabel('V_t (s) ft/sec','Fontsize',12,'Fontname','times‟);
axis square; axis([-50 1450 -4 18.5]);
line([700 700],[16 -2],'LineWidth',1,'Color','black','LineStyle','-.');
line([700 -100],[16 16],'LineWidth',1,'Color','black','LineStyle','-.');
line([0 350],[0 0],'LineWidth',1,'Color','black','LineStyle','-.');
line([1050 1400],[0 0],'LineWidth',1,'Color','black','LineStyle','-.');
text(100,17,'V_t_m_a_x','Fontsize',12,'Fontname','times')
text(700,-3,'S_0','Fontsize',12,'Fontname','times','FontAngle','italic');
text(110,-1,'Sink','Fontsize',12,'Fontname','times','FontAngle','italic');
text(1150,-1,'Sink','Fontsize',12,'Fontname','times','FontAngle','italic');
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